DUKE UNIVERSITY

GRADUATION EXERCISES

WALLACE WADE STADIUM

Sunday, the Eleventh of May, Two Thousand and Three
Ten O’clock in the Morning
NOTES ON ACADEMIC DRESS

Academic dress had its origin in the Middle Ages. When the European universities were taking form in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, scholars were also clerics, and they adopted robes similar to those of their monastic orders. Caps were a necessity in drafty buildings, and cope or capes with hoods attached were needed for warmth. As the control of universities gradually passed from the church, academic costume began to take on brighter hues and to employ varied patterns in cut and color of gown and type of headdress.

The use of academic costume in the United States has been continuous since Colonial times, but a clear protocol did not emerge until an intercollegiate commission in 1893 recommended a uniform code. In this country, the design of a gown varies with the degree held. The bachelor's gown is relatively simple with long pointed sleeves as its distinguishing mark. The gown for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve with the rear part cut square and the front part with a cut-away arc. The most elaborate academic costume is the doctoral gown with velvet panels down the front and three bars of the same material across the sleeves. The velvet is usually black, but it may be a color designating the field of study to which the degree pertains. The gown itself, usually black like those of the lower degrees, may be of a color distinctive of a particular university.

The hood bears a still larger symbolic burden: the width of its velvet trimming designates the level of the degree; the color heralds the major field of study; and the lining identifies the institution that granted the degree. Duke University is symbolized by a lining of Duke blue with a white chevron.

The cap, originally round, is usually a square mortarboard and is the same for all degrees. The standard tassel for the cap is black, but the cap worn with the doctoral robe may have a gold tassel.

The Duke doctoral gown, worn today by candidates from the Graduate School and Officers of the University, and by several of the principals in the Exercises, is in the authentic Duke blue. The Duke University shield, embroidered in blue on white, is applied to each front panel. With this gown there may be worn a black velvet, four-pointed, soft tam with a square top and a gold metallic bullion tassel.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COLORS

Colors indicating fields of study and colors identifying some of the universities represented by members of the faculties of the University are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divinity, Theology</td>
<td>scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>light blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>russet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>dark blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>teal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>golden yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>maroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>Columbia blue and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell</td>
<td>Carnelian (red) and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke</td>
<td>Duke blue and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins</td>
<td>black and old gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>maroon and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>gold and azure blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.I.T.</td>
<td>cardinal red and silver gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>light blue and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>purple and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>royal blue and red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>red and navy blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>orange and black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>cardinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>navy blue and orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>Yale blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MACE AND CHAIN OF OFFICE

Again at commencement, ceremonial use is made of two important insignia given to Duke University in memory of Benjamin N. Duke. Both the mace and chain of office are the gifts of anonymous donors and of the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. They were designed and executed by Professor Kurt J. Matzdorf of New Paltz, New York, and were dedicated and first used at the inaugural ceremonies of President Sanford in 1970.

The Mace, the symbol of authority of the University, is made of sterling silver throughout. It is thirty-seven inches long and weighs about eight pounds. At the lower end of the hammered shaft is a gilt (gold-plated) pine cone. The upper end of the shaft displays the inscription Universitas Dukiana 1838. This inscription is surmounted by a short, hammered neck followed by the head which has eight flutings alternating with eight gilt ribs. Above the head of the mace, a band carries the motto of Duke University: Erudition et Religio. The upper end of the mace is a crown of gilt laurel leaves which carries the seal of Duke University surrounded by the three symbols of the Trinity to indicate that Duke University emerged from Trinity College.

The Chain of Office of the President of Duke University is four feet long and is also made of sterling silver throughout. The main part consists of nine silver pine cones alternating with ten gilt clusters of three laurel leaves each. In the front hangs the gilt medallion with the official seal of Duke University surrounded by a laurel wreath into which are set the three symbols of the Trinity. In the back is the gilt coat of arms of the Duke family with the motto In Adversis Iam set in a sterling wreath of laurel leaves and bearing the inscription Duke.
Order of Procession

The audience remains seated during the procession until all candidates enter the stadium. When the Wind Symphony sounds the fanfare which signals the entrance of the faculty, the audience and candidates will rise and remain standing for the prayer and the hymn.

Flourish for Wind Band ................................................................. Ralph Vaughan Williams
John R. Guitill, Conductor

(1872–1958)

Processional Marches

The Chief Student Marshals
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Candidates for the degree of Master of Engineering Management
Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences
Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research
Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Leadership
Candidates for the degree of Master of Science in Nursing
Candidates for the degree of Master of Environmental Management
Candidates for the degree of Master of Forestry
Candidates for the degree of Master in Church Ministries
Candidates for the degree of Master of Theological Studies
Candidates for the degree of Master of Business Administration
Candidates for the degree of Master of Public Policy
Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts in Teaching
Candidates for the degree of Master of Science
Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts
Candidates for the degree of Master of Divinity
Candidates for the degree of Master of Theology
Candidate for the degree of Master of Legal Studies
Candidates for the degree of Juris Doctor
Candidates for the degree of Master of Laws
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Juridical Science
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Physical Therapy
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
The General Faculty Marshall-Professor Nancy B. Allen
Marshals for the Faculties of Arts and Sciences- Professor Steven W. Baldwin and Professor Mary T. Boatswright
Members of the Faculties of Arts and Sciences
Marshal for the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering-Associate Professor Phillip L. Jones
Members of the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Nursing-Assistant Clinical Professor Anthony J. Adinolfi
Members of the Faculty of the School of Nursing
Marshal for the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences- Associate Professor Daniel Rittschof
Members of the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences
Marshal for the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business-Professor Joel C. Huber
Members of the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business
Marshal for the Faculty of the Divinity School-Professor James L. Crenshaw
Members of the Faculty of the Divinity School
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Law-Professor Robinson O. Everett
Members of the Faculty of the School of Law
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Medicine-Associate Professor Brenda E. Armstrong and Professor G. Ralph Corey
Members of the Faculty of the School of Medicine
Members of the Faculty, Retiring
Members of the University Administration
Members of the Board of Trustees
Members of the Platform Group
The Dean of the Chapel
Deans of the Faculties
Honorary and their Faculty Sponsors
Trustee Sponsors for Honors
The Provost
The Student Speaker
The Chair of the Board of Trustees
The Acting University Marshal
The President
Program

Nannerl O. Keohane, President of the University
Presiding

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

THE INVOCAITON................................. William H. Willimon
Dean of the Chapel

HYMN—Tune: St. Anne

1. O God, our help in ages past,
   Our hope for years to come,
   Our shelter from the stormy blast,
   And our eternal home!

2. Before the hills in order stood,
   Or earth received her frame,
   From everlasting Thou art God,
   To endless years the same.

   3. A thousand ages in Thy sight,
      Are like an evening gone;
      Short as the watch that ends the night,
      Before the rising sun.

   4. O God, our help in ages past,
      Our hope for years to come;
      Be Thou our guide while life shall last,
      And our eternal home! Amen.

—Isaac Watts
(1674-1748)

REMARKS BY A STUDENT .......................... Terry Aaron Schuster
Candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts

   Introduction
   Peter Lange
   Provost

THE CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES ................................................................. Introduction
Harold L. Yoh, Jr.
Chair, Board of Trustees

THE CONFERRING OF EARNED DEGREES ............................. Introduction
Peter Lange

   Presentations
   Gerald L. Wilson
   Acting University Marshal

RECOGNITIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

CLOSING ANNOUNCEMENTS................................................................. Gerald L. Wilson

ALMA MATER

The audience stands for the Alma Mater and remains standing until the platform group and the faculties leave the Stadium.

   Dear Old Duke, thy name we sing,
   To thee our voices raise, we'll raise,
   To thee our anthems ring
   in everlasting praise.

   And though on life's broad sea
   Our fates may far us bear,
   We'll ever turn to thee
   Our Alma Mater dear.

—R. H. James '24

PROCESSION OUT

Crown Imperial .................................................. William Walton
(1902-1983)

"... In Beauty Bearing the Crown Imperial..."
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2002

Ann-Robin Anthony
Thomas Cooper Betha III
Lucy LeLois Castille
Bradley Harrison Chain
Clayton Jennifer Caudle
Sarah Elizabeth Durkin
Laura Marie Edwards
Vivaca Jane Euemiller
Gail Goldfarb
Bradley Joshua Gottfried
Richard James Green, Jr.
Maxwell Baker Hanlin
Patrick Matson Hannaway
Thomas Burrell Harris III
Robert Broussard Hoesa
Mary N. Howell
Gary Williams Hughes
Sara Lynn Josephs
William John Karcher
Katherine LaFor MacGregor
Shawn L. Pailling
Jeffrey Charles Phillips
Ashley Kendall Primis
Jonelle Belinda Richards
JoNet Danise Ridgell
Kenneth Charles Roberts
Martha McMahon Salguero
Charles Frederick Schaefler
Marcus Frank Schwartz, Jr.
Robert David Sheehan III
Lauren Putsaill Stillman
Gideon Zaki Thompson
Petros Tympanidis
Grosset Nash Waterman
Frances McMahon Webb
Jason David Williams
James Marshall Willis
Ana Isabel Wu Chou
Margaret Cirlin Barker
Jennifer Joy Bedell
Laure Jeanne Bernal
Thompson Alexander Bishop
Derek Charles Blais
Gregory J. Bloom
Melissa Fern Botvinnick
Theresa Mazzucca-Brewer
Matthew Hines Burr
Maria-Lucia Cediel
Jeremy Pierre Cottier
Jennifer Lee Corfman
Emily Charlotte Dawson
Lindsay Adrian Decker
Claire Elizabeth Defer
Claire Denise Frost
Brian Matthew Goldfarb
Alexandra Theresa Grabe
Marra Hope Guttenplan
James Luson Harroun
Elizabeth Grace Hartnett
Daniel Peter Hutchinson
Enis Kisagun
Jason Byungil Ko
Tara Marie Kraft
David Philip Lang
Howard Christopher Lerman
Lauren Andrea Liao
Karen Elizabeth Livingston
Nicole Elizabeth Lyde
Edmond Frederick Magny
Vanessa Elizabeth McGee
James Brian McGinnis
Adam Jerald Mercer
Gregory James Moore
Sara Elizabeth Moore
Robert M. Morris
Ormid Hashemi Nasab
Scott Clifford Noble
Alba Nicole Garrison Onofrio
Archie Ira Otu
Priscilla Keiko Pickens
Adam Todd Pitchman
Holly Elizabeth Puls
Roja Mervin Reed
Lindsey Michelle Rich
Dora A. Roats
Karen Romaine Robertson
Anna Rosenberg
Priya Saigal
Jagat Tilak Shetty
Michael Patrick Sias
Matthew Jeffery Simmons
Erik Ryan Simpson
Dafina Jamilah Skinner
Janyon Garrick Small
Philip Andrew Senneman
Margaret Anne Stone
Hung Jui Tan
Allissa Nicole Thompson
Yolanda Lensene Warren
Victor Rustem Abjaoudi II
Antonia Abraham
Rebekah Louise Abraham
Amanda Elspeth Adams
Victor Adeniyi Adetutu
Talitha Astari Adewiyoyo
Lauren Marie Afflalo
Bogdan-Alexandru Albu
Katherine Vasterling Allen
Yorke Allen IV
Jeffrey John Allea
Mollie Prudden Allick
Logan William Allin
Erin Rae Allingham
Dana Eisenberg Alpert
Chikere Nduagba Amachi
Rainy R. Amasha
Michael Edward Amiet
Laura Elizabeth Anderson
Megan Elizabeth Andrews
Mary Caroline Annand
Robert Basil Antoniou
Esther Abena Gysa Antwi
† Emily Breastwood Appen
Mariana Clair Arcaya
Nicholas David Arison
Christine Ann Ashley
Chad Henry Atlas
Rachel Elizabeth Baden
Sarah Elizabeth Bagley
Stacy Cooper Bailey
Donnel Andrew Lasldyn Baird
Alyjah Jenika Baker
Matthew Lee Baldwin
Benjamin Michael Balmages
Brooks P. Barge
Charlene Chinda Barina
Adelaide Elsie Barnes
Elizabeth Ryan Barney
Michael Richard Baron
Gilbert Ross Barre A II
John McDevold Barry
Rachel Maggie Bartash
Lauren Marie Barton
Steven Edward Bartz
Brian Routh Basloe
Kathryn M. Beugler
Jaimee Konar Basvishi
Page Simmons Beacham
Scott Chitlers Beasley
Lauren Katlynn Beatty
Douglas C. Bechtold
Matthew Arlington Beck
Brady Dutton Beecham
Nancy Elizabeth Bell
Jessica Enid Bennett
Krista Jennifer Bentz
Tara Bethany Bergen
Sallyann Christabel Bergh
Michelle Lynne Bernreuther
David Harry Bernstein
Michael Weston Bertsic
Noah Adam Bialostocky
Natalie Alexandra Bishop
Joshua Stephen Bisu
Kristen Elizabeth Blackman
Jason Patrick Blair
Kwee Camara Blair
Stephanie Michelle Blalock
Daniel Micah Blau
Jeremy Nathan Block
Julia Ruth Bloom
Hilary Anne Booie
Marissa Elynn Bohrer
Sean Francis Xavier Boland
Wilburn Donald Bolton
Paul Derek Bonsch
Amelia Carnegie Booth
Mia Sarah Borenstein
Alexander M. Bose
† Virginia Ashley Bostock
Brigid Anne Bowdell
Anne Welles Bowus
Janaka Nikole Bowman
Janet Moncure Boyce
Julie Elizabeth Brabham
Carla Renée Brackman Martinez
Daniele Paige Bradus
Christopher Hall Brandaoue
Robert Marshall Brandt
Elizabeth Baldwin Braswell
Maxwell Kevin Breed
Sarah Michelle Breisblatt
Kevin Brennan
Marco Till Brenner
Carolyn Lorelle Bridendall
Meghan Patricia Brodbeck
Charles Alexander Brosdys
Janina Brosdys
Margaret Rinn Brooks
Michael Heath Bowdler, Jr.
Aisha Erica Brown
Elizabeth Bolton Brown
Ethan Daniel Brown
Kimberly Ann Brown
Nicholas Earl Brzezinski
Ivy Osei Buamah
Tiffany Alexandra Buckland
Andre Dezmon Buckner
April Genevieve Bullard
Christina Anne Burigo
Michael Buford Butts
Adrienne Michelle Call
Victoria Marie Calvert
Aileen Mercedes Cannon
Elizabeth Hanlon Cantor
Charles Lewis Capito III
Michael Troy Caradonna
Michael Luther Carpenter
Colin Lee Carrhill
Thomas A. Cass
Kevin Andrew Cassese
Gonzalo Javier Cayo
Kara Lynn Cermewsky
Sapna Rani Chand
Christopher Eric Chandler
Hosea Chang
Tara Dawn Chapman
Andrew Laurence Chappell
Kathy Chen
Christopher Ryan Cheney
Nancy Cheng
Tracey Lynn Chenoweth
Wesley James Cherry
Sona Ajit Chikararamne
Zela Shihui Chiu
Cassandra Arh Taing Ching
Dave Ashok Chokshi
Nicholas George Christie
Timothy Rainer Church

† Teacher Certification

Note: The lists of candidates appearing in this program are not officially certified lists of graduates. Certification must come from the Registrar of the University.
Ashley Suzanne D'Uva
Lauren Brazill Dwyer
Allison Rae Eaton
Wendy Joy Ecker
Matthew Stewart Edgerton
Elizabeth Daley Edwards
Gerrit Alise Edwards
Andrey David Dimitrov
Ahmad Mohamed Elkhoury
Basil Moustafa Eran
Sarah Elizabeth Endesley
David Robert Eng
Edward Ming-Duk Eng
Viny English
Kristina Eva Engstrom
Kimberly Love Ensor
Andrew Jacob Epstein
Erika Christina Estrada
James Wilcox Esthingon
Erin Whitney Evans
Laura Lisabeth Conn
Allison A. Conrad
Andrea Constantinos
Kenay Andrew Cooper ( pending)
Kathryn Amanda Copeland
Andrew Cossar
Brett H. Couric
Sara Elizabeth Cowar
Stacy Mcellan Cowherd
Alyssa Brauer Cox
Robert Daniel Cox
Michael Scott Craft
Molly Kathleen Crall
Laura Elizabeth Cran
Jessica Lynn Crawford
Charles Jeremy Cromer
Justin William Cross
Jennifer Honey Cuk
Oswald German Cuenca
Dante Cristo Cutrona
Neal Anthony D'Annatto
Jacob Samuel Dagger
Ethan Frank Damron
Laura Catherine Daniel
Bobbie Jasmin Daniels
James Cook Darsey
Andrew Nicholas Davidson
Benjamin Robert Davidson
Elizabeth Gordon Davis
Eрин Cassell Davis
Evan Wainhouse Davis
Mary Wynne Davis
Matthew Joshua Davis
Cheryl Yvette Dawson
Kelley Jane De Leeuw
Benjamin Luis De Vera
Jason Benjamin Devereaux
Lauren Alyssa Devereaux
Paula Len Dehart
Eric David Denlinger
Margaret Vereen Dennis
Marie Christina DeOrio
Stefan George Depoez
Lindsay Allison Depradon
Saurabh Ashvin Desai
Justin Angermeyer Desimone
Bronwen Elaine Dickey
Jacob Ryan Dickson
Caroline Bliss Diemar
Sarah Patricia Dillard
Blaise Andrew Diperia
Tamara Charlene DiVincenzo
Carlyn Elizabeth Dodson
Brooke Ashley Dohmen
Paul Tyler Doran
Lauren Taylor Doughty
Andrea Lynn Dougas
Kathryn Bernice Duke
Brandylyn Yvonne Dumas
Preston Curtis Dunlap
Megan Elizabeth Durden

Eric Lauren Gold
Julia Marie Gontum
Marisa Camille Gonzalez
Jamila Georgeotte Gooden
Madeleine Vogel Goodman
Colleen Christine Gorman
Whitney Jane Gordon
Evelyn Michelle Gosselin
† Rachael Dori Gottesman
Christopher Gregory Gough
Christopher Jerome Graber
Kathryn Joyce Grant
Stephanie Leigh Grant
Ryan Benton Graves
David Joel Green
Jonathan Allen Greene
Kathryn Elizabeth Gregg
Lauren Martha Gregory
Katharine Rene Greif
Emily Anne Grey
Jonathan Theo Grieb
Gillian Patricia Groukhe
Hans Gruner
Miriam Guazzini
Andrea Leigh Guess
Tiona DeGraff Guillet
Elizabeth Anne Guilule
Matthew John Gurich
Adam Michael Gurain
Olga Marie Gvozdienko
Kathryn Marie Hackett
Leo Mansfield Hadlow
Sarah Jean Hage
Philip Halls
James Columbus Hale IV
Barnaby William George M. Hall
Rachael Frances Hallistruck
Andrea Elizabeth Hamilton
Christopher Waters Hamilton
Elise Garland Hamilton
Kimberly Jan Hammersmith
Lindsay Ann Hamson
† Lindsay Patton Hancock
Brigitta Natasha Hanshaw
Kara Knox Hardin
Rachel Elizabeth Harold
Lindsay Anne Harrison
Michael Carl Hartman
Adam Harstine-Rose
William Flynn Hatfield
Amanda Lionesa Hauck
Abby Suzanne Haye
Kevin Christopher Haynes
Mary Elizabeth Haynes
Pemra Hazbay
Mark D. Hecker
Brooke Elizabeth Heerwald
Kristin Elizabeth Heinz
Emily Jane Helser
Brian Michael Henderson
Matthew Brian Henjun
Susie Heo
Ashley Elaine Herb
† Renee Ann Herr
Elizabeth Daphna Heymann
Tyrrell Henry Hibbard
Simon Higson
Lindsay Evans Hilgers
Kashmir Mandell Hill
Kristina Marie Hill
Milagros Joyce Hill
Laura Michelle Hirsh
Kent Ching-Tak Ho
Tommy Van Hoang
Sharone Elizabeth Hodde
Aaron Ferrell Hodges
Elizabeth Byrd Holberg
Emily Webb Holt
Meredith Carin Houlton
Kathryn Hart House
Christina Josephine Huo
Jiae Yujung Huang
Sean Christian Hughes
Amanda Munce Huber
Stephen James Huey
Elizabath Abigail Keall Huff
Greta Lorraine Hulka
Nicholas Hemmerick Hunt
Zachary Robert Hunter
Cla Holbrook Hunter
John Davis Hutchens
Jennifer Lynn Ihlrie
Jiyoon Im
David Halse Ingram
Kano Ishiki
Michael Suart Ises, Jr.
Eric Michele Jackson
Kristen Bailey Jackson
Geoffrey John Jacoby
Anshu Kumar Jain
Carl Randy James
Jena Bogue Jamison
Meredith Gayle Jarbloss
Bret Jaspers
Nagendra Jayanty
Kyla Elaine Jennings
Catherine Lyszyn Jo
Jaron Karim Joramou
Blake Jennings Johnson
Christopher Devor Johnson
Jillian Nicole Johnson
Richard Andrew Johnson
Tamara Deniece Johnson
Teisha Carmen Johnson
Alexandra Meredith Jones
Dalntay Laval Jones
† Sarah Elizabeth Joseph
Michael Ram Joyce
Rolandia Nicole Justice
Kathleen Marie Kaiser
Jasi Ann Kamody
Kimberly Morgan Karpf
Jennifer Marie Kaszton
Joshua Andrew Ryan Kaufman
Lily-Hayes Kaufman
Hillary Clare Kaylor
Ryan Kaczynski
Collin M. Kelly
Lauren Barbara Kennedy
Justin David Hunter Kern
Emily Ryan Kernan
Caroline Ann Kessler
Michael Benson Kiel
Stephanie Danielle Kien
Alan James Kincel
Elizabeth Maria King
Joshua Jenkins King
Karen Elizabeth King
John Dailey Kneessler
Valerie Patricia Konobeid survivors
Kristina Nathalie Koehtler
Rebecca Leigh Koening
Namita Murali Koppi
Farah Alexs Krentz
Pia Jean Kristiansen
Priscilla Jacobsen Krone
Suniti P. Kumar
Gerald Francis Lackey, Jr.
Paul Felipe Lagunes
Katherine Elizabeth Lakin
Cassidy Espen Lange
Ann G. Langford

† Teacher Certification
Christopher Louis Langford
Thomas Ernest Larkin III
David Christopher Laughlin
Justin Joseph Lawler
Sarah Margaret Lawson
Alan Douglas Lebekin
Mark Sidney Lebekin
Lesley Lynn LeClair
Albert Shun Lee
Ann Sungan Lee
Bryan Michael Lee
Derrick Dionce Lee
Sylvia Lee
Tae-Seung Lee
Kevin Alan Lees
Ravinder Singh Legha
Monica Maria Leon
Sean Yong Thomas Lew
Louis John Leskosky II
† Abby Leigh Levin
Jason Howell Levine
Robert Scott Levine
Djenaba K. N. Lewis
Natasha Denise Lewis
Rachel Eva Lewis
Sheree Latrice Lewis
Vera Yuan-Ying Liang
Jason Michael Liebel
Amaris Tinka Linebarger
Deborah Mara Lipman
Michael Steven Lipnick
Matthew Louis Lipsky
Lorrie Beth Lipstein
Lauren Lee Lischer
Brandon Holder Littler
Maegan Alice Lobo-Berg
John Bennett Lochridge
Barry Michael Locker
Grace Strahan Lockhart
Maurice Lolaèl
Ben Gramling Lopez
Jennifer Marie Lopez
Adam Tuckerman Lord
Jonathan Louis Low
Carey Dawn Lowe
Natalie Suzanne Lowe
Brandon Leigh Lowy
Fernanda Lucchesi
Kristen Jenner Luneberg
Cynthia C. Luo
Alaysia Suzanne Lutz
William Angus Macdonald
Mridu Mahapatra
Erica Ann Maharg
Patrick Allen Malter
Jennifer Kern Malcovitch
Andrew Glen Mandelbaum
Nell Perry Manning
Reuben James Manning
Joseph Scott Manson
Kenneth Scott Mantel
Paul John Marinelli
Candace Jewel Martin
Michael Vincent Astudillo Mate
Berta Altugracia Matos
Jennifer Madeline Matti
Michele Lee Matsyavosky
Jennifer LaNelle May
Sheldon Shabreese Maye
David Walker McGonoghey
Angela Joyce McCord
Lanise Ann McCracken
Richard Arnold McGray
Devin A. McGaughery
Scott Adam McGee
Christopher Paul McHugh
Donald Robert McIntosh
Emma Maeve Danchuk
McKeithen
Lanalika McMahon
Timothy Rory Mckuilen
Kelsey Ann McPherson
Lucius Ordway McSherry
John Graham McWhorter
Clifton Gregory Meals
Aril Silber Medoff
Parul Mehta
William Jorge Melendez
† Michael Francis Messersmith, Jr.
Cristina Alicia Mestre
Praveen Sai Meotti
Kimberly Elizabeth Meyer
Catherine Corinella Miller
Kasia Elaine Miller
Katherine Clark Miller
Kurt William Miller
Sally Louise Miller
Stephen Pickens Misuraca
Joseph Andrew Monfort
Laura E. Moody
Lauren Nicole Moomjian
Samantha Aide Moore
Cheryl Lynne Morgan
Samuel Aaron Morgan
Jonathan Garrett Wonder Morris
Joshua Thomas Mory
Sheana Coreen Mosch
Jennifer Ines Moscoso
Elise Grady Moylan
Shashi Kant Mundhuri
Olivier Eyaba Munga
Allison Leigh Murphy
Sara Elizabeth Myers
Silpa Myenii
Zaarn Lerael Necely
Issac Roland Nelson
Jeri Elsey Netter
Kevin Josh Neveloff
David Michael Newman
Nathan Samson Ngai
Aaron Louis Niedermayer
Nina Nikkhou
John Charles Nikou
Lauren Elizabeth Noble
Benjamin Paul Nunn-Miller
Andrew Crowell Nukin
Maureen Ann O'Dell
Andrea Michelle O'Neill
Kathleen Elise O'Neill
Patrick J. O'Neill
Melanie Sara Oberman
Adela O. Ogunkoyede
Heather Renee Oh
Andrea Eileen Oland
Eric Tyrell Oliver
Michael Vincent Oliviero
Leif Henry Olson
Monisa Ibirooke Oluhuyide
Erin Catherine O’Shaughnessy
Leah Zalanna Owens
Yonnie Uchenna Ozu
Aysecan Ozgubin
Ronald Stephen Pack Jr.
Jesse Michael Panuccio
Roger Chung-Ming Pao
Tamarah Beth Pardo
Hanna Khalia Parker
Richard Thad Parris III
Brian Hayden Paul
Rakesh Manekal Patel
Brian Christopher Patrick
Krista Lynne Patterson
Trevor Alan Perea
Quijenda Monique Perkins
Neal Alan Perlmuter
Kevin Scott Perry
Emily Elizabeth Perskie
Michael Schleif Pesce
Antonia Aneca Peters
Jill Marie Petragnali
Elizabeth Rose Pettyjohn
Sarah Beth Pinkerton
Jessie Anna Pinkham
Dustin Matthew Pizzo
David Paul Plandowski
Sharmine Pochkhanawala
Nicholas Michael Ploch
Christine Alexis Pope
Shawn Michael Pope
Lucy Shirk Popkin
Karla Patricia Portocarrero
Christopher E. Powell
Andrew Christopher Preslar
Mikel Jadyne Pride
Reimer Thompson Priester
Kristen Nicole Prude
Anthony Robert Raab
Colby Tucker Raden
Rebecca Blake Rader
Beau Riston Raich
Laurinda Glorese Rainey
Sadaf Yasin Raja
Keela Richetle Ramsey
Rachel Fox Reed
Morgan Elizabeth Rehrig
Spencer Engelmann Reich
Christopher Michael Reilly
Noel Martin Reiss
Chad Daniel Rice
Jacqueline Colleen Richardson
Alison Lee Richards
Elise Chandler Richards
Nicole Shaw Richards
Russell Montgomery Richards
Christina Ann Richardson
Stacie Meredith Richardson
Richard Daniel Rivera
Laura Pryor Roady
Daniel James Robbins
Ross Michael Rocklin
Kristina Indiana Roddy
Lindsay Lyon Rodman
Emily Fraser Roemer
Victoria Eugenia Rojas
Thomas Nathaniel Rofar
Rita Roxanne Rollins
Shannon Faith Rosati
Breklyn Bonnie Rose
Julie Lynn Rosenberg
Rachel Sara Rosenthal
Edward Paul Rosenwasser
Leann Nicole Rosnick
Douglas Aaron Ross
Henry James Roy
Ashley Elizabeth Ruff
Paul Francis Rogani
Diana Lila Rusk
David Anthony Russell
Michael Langdon Russell
Kerianne Marie Ryan
Sarah Isabelle Sacha
Jennifer E. Saenz
Crystal Lynn Salter
† Adam Vincent Sampieri
Cassie Derrick Sanders
† Danielle Leah Sandler
Jodi Renee Sarowitz
Catherine Eileen Sawers
Jonathan Burke Scarborough
Sara Ann Schapiro
Jodi Dawn Schlesinger
Ann Carroll Schmid
Brad Louis Schoenfeldt
Terry Ann Schuster
Jennifer Kristen Schwartz
Jessica Marie Schweer
Eric Jay Seid
Monica Preet Sekhon
Scott Raymond Selisker
Mindy Elizabeth Slaltr
Margaret Louise Snap
Jennifer Diane Shanks
Monika Anne Sharma
Anup Shashidra Shetty
Michael E. Shillman
Jennifer L. Sirriar
Christopher Francis Shreve
Matthew Laurence Signer
Zachary Matthew Silverman
Michael Nathan Simkovic
John Alex Siracusa
Prim Siripat
Andrew Wylund Skelton
Anna Maria Skorupa
Courtney Jane Slagle
Ann Marie Smith
Ashley Elizabeth Smith
Ashley J Smith
Calisa Michelle Smith
Elizabeth Loreto Uy Smith
Erin Ashley Smith
Jennifer Anne Smith
Julie Wakefield Smith
Kendall Clairbrooke Smith
Michael Shehan Smith
Rebecca Katie Smith
Sarah Christine Smith
Tyler Rogers Smith
John Wrede Solomon
Joshua Falkenburg Solt
Jillian Lee Sonne
Eric Donnelly Southard
Sarah Marie Spalding
Joshua Edward Spelman
Ryan Daniel Spoon
Megan Anne Sramek
Susana Alexandra Stabile
Colleen Marie Stack
Jonathan James Stair
Jennifer Dianne Stanislaus
Isabella Karina Stankowski
Jeffrey Christopher Stanley
Elena Steiger
Rafael Steinberg
Joanna Paisley Steiner
Adam Oliver Stokes
Rene Jovanie Stokes
Erih Elizabeth Stone
Virginia Estelle Stout
Jonathan M. Stopol
Paul McAfee Stouffer
Stephen Thomas Strickland
Lucy Virginia Stringer
Sarah Ward Struthers
Sierra Elaine Stults
Justin Chi-haw Su
Rebecca Hung-Mei Sun
Nicholas J. Superina
Jane Marie Suarez
Michele Lynn Sutton
Edith Martin Swain
Tammeka Marie Swinson
Jonathan David Swopes

† Teacher Certification
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2002

Dipta Jyoti Basu
Minh Huy Dang
Bhavik Vikram Hukmani

Sidhardha Kamaraju
Chinnayya Kumar Sahoo
Tristan Renbourne Tager

Ray Hang Tsai
Bryn Mari Tschannen-Moran
Margaret Elizabeth Woods
Amador Fernando Ziauza

December 30, 2002

Kush Agrawal
Jude Al-Khalil
John Churchill Alexander
Margaret Douglass Bellis
Haritha Bodduhari
Mark Isaac Leng Chee
Carrie Katherine Coboah
Melissa Nithi Desai

Thomas William Finley
Carlos Guillermo Galliani
Tony Gjolaj
Ravinder Kumar Gupta
Minda Dionne Harris
Kamalakumard Padmanabhan
Kolappa

Elizabeth Watson Lentz
Beth Ann Lesniak
Wanwiphang Manachonphom
Shetheal Mansukhlal Manvar
Brendan James McLaughlin
Ibrahim Mohammad Mian
Tshaka Tapuwa Muchiteni

Meghan Bradley O'Donoghue
Joshua Talmdage Piland
Ryan Douglass Senft
Kristen Adele Shanklin
Jessica Rohman Singer
Nicholas Christopher Zolkowski

May 11, 2003

Sara Elizabeth Abbott
Aliyah Abdur-Rahman
Thaniyiyah Sakeenah Ahmad
Rebecca Clare Ahrens
Selma Tules Akinci
Ooreoluwa Alao
Rebecca Albrigt
Priscilla Carmine Alexander
Russell Vincent Altenburg
Arit Etim Amanu
Alan James Amares
t
Jennifer Marie Amis
Stephen Mark Ammons
Steven Nathan Andreawes
Jessica Renee Andrews
Rafael Armando Arias
Gustavo Arriaga
Ayten Banu Asik
Brian Thayer Ataway
Matthew Joseph Atwood
Kimberly Dawn Bagford
Albert Alper Bahar
Justin David Baier
Michael Edward Bannon
Kavitha Barakam Bardey

Angelique Maiva Barker
Megan Babette Barnet
Adam Douglas Baske
Asheen Arif Bawa
Lyndsay Carol Beal
Gregory Richard Bean
James Thomas Beckmann
Lauren Christine Belda
James Gabriel Bell
Kimberly Irene Beyer
Roshan Mohan Bharwaney
Sooraj Balaram Bhat
Abhijet Ravindra Bhirud
Sara Kathryn Bigsby
Daniel C. Bliss
Blair Edward Bohme
Travis Luigi Boghettich
Tiffany Danielle Bogle
Christina Lynn Boisseau
Michael Raymond Bordt
Michael Andrew Bossak
Brooks Jefferson Bowen, Jr.
Jennifer Catherine Box
Eric Michael Bramley
Shawn Michael Brandt

Elizabeth Ann Brantley
Thomas Tyler Bringley
Daniel Kim Broderick
Timothy Richard Brown
William Russell Brown III
Matthew Vincent Brunna
Bryn Melissa Burkholler
John Clay Bush
Andria Marie Cantu
Wylie Welling Carhart IV
Amanda Nicole Carlson
Julie Ann Carrier
Anthony Kenneth Caruso
Patricio Casillas
Ryan Michael Cavalcante
Megan O'Neale Chaney
Marguerite Noel Chapman
Omar Rahman Chaudhary
Charlene Chen
Franklin Gee-Wei Chen
Gerald Gene Chen
Julisian Chen
Po-Hung Chen
Robert Ray Chen
Steve Cheng

Gene Hong Cheng
Chequet Homman Ching
Jonathan Chiu
Angie E. Cho
Jane Suh Cho
Navid Kabir Choudhury
Richard Chu
April Corrine Clark
Dahl Clark
William Bradley Clark
Thomas Michael Clifton
Shelley Kristen Cockrell
Monica Regina Pedrossian
Coelho
Brian Edward Coggins
Ashley Noel Colburn
Leslie Julia Collier
William James Collins
Brian Christopher Conley
Benjamin Patrick Cook
Julie Jean Cooper
Karen Sue Cooper
Lauren Elise Cooper
Aida Maria Correa
Patrick Landon Cottingham
Brooke Ann Shumaker
Jessica Jane Sibley
Matthew Paul Siedsma
Svati Singla
Gordon Brawn Smith
Jonathan Knuth Smith
Jordana Margaret Smith
David Nelson Solander
Jennifer Yoon-Mi Song
Matthew Clayton Southard
William Walter Spierdowski
Frederick Andrew Stamp
Ioanna Alina Stancu
Kelsey Karon VanAtta Stansell
Amanda Leigh Stapleton
Anne Preston Starling
Carrie Bartow Starr
Shawna Steele
Jeremy Aaron Steinberg
Andrew Blake Steiner
Lucia Stoisar
Diana Ruth Stilling
BrianJames Swinkel
Zeporah Sykes
Nadine C. Tajirian
Brian Tajjli
Jessica Ai'ja Tan
Linda Gillis-Ping Tang
Andrew Garvin Taube
Natalie Ann Thomas
Yun-Hsien Tow
Anthony Charles Tremble
Hadley Ann Trotter
Jenny Tung
Anna Randall Tye
Peter Vincent Vaccarella
Venkatesh Krishna Varadan
Dane Robert Yoris
Michael David Viana
Crystal Anne Warklich
Melissa Anne Walker
Jennifer Wang
Jenny Qian Wang
Justin Miller Ward
Shao-Ang Wei
Michael Howard Weiner
Matthew Reid Weissinger
Shannon Elizabeth Whiaker
Andrew Christopher White
Peter Mitchell White
Tara Lynnette Wiggins
Peter Andrew Wilde
John Christopher Wildt
Allison Ann Williams
Katherine Nicole Williams
Ryan Michael Williams
Margaret Kelly Williamson
Ryan Stewart Willingham
John Drew McLemhan
Witherington
Luke Thomas Wolin
Daniel King Yip Wong
Marcia Munque Wong
Melanie Eggers Wood
David Mitchell Woodruff
Kirk Richard Lloyd Wooley
Taylor C. Wray
Jeffrey Kai Wu
Yael Yahya
Ho Henny Yeung
Yunhua Joy Yu
Ervin Iia Zaka
Irene Zen
Glory Rong Zhu
Richard Alexander Zwelling

† Teacher Certification
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Presented by Dean Kristina M. Johnson

September 1, 2002

Nader Hussain Al Ansari
Dane Michaels Bannach

Ryan E. Dibble
Vishal D. Lokre

Kristina Lynne Schafer

Arthur Oliver Tucker IV

December 30, 2002

Taimur Aziz Bhatti
Li Chien Cheung
Ka Yue Chau

Drake Andrew Guenther
Brice Wesley Johnson
Arpita Ajay Kadakia

Scott Douglas Kiffer
Eugene Edward Klein II

Andy T. Ng
Emma Karrin Tegnell

May 11, 2003

Annie Elizabeth Adams
Gautam Agarwal
Raphael Etario Alford
Joseph George Baltz, Jr.
Andrew Sergihoos Barbas
Ezri Elizabeth Becherer
Nicholas Andreas Beckmann
Jamie Michelle Bergen
Ian David Berman
Eriu Melissa Black
Andrea Marie Blotzer
David Martin Boldt
Kenneth William Borrelli
Lorena Beth Brockman
Craig Robert Brown
Darrel Scott Brown
Darlin Howard Busbaum
Stephanie Chien-Ru Chan
David Nen Yao Chang
Nathan Lincoln Chao
Chih-Yu Chen
Hwan-Joon Choi
David Yung-Fing Chong
Derrick Ren ya Chou
Mathew David Christopher
David Andrew Cochran
Ashley Jalin Cockburn
Max David Cohen
Gregory Charles Collison
David Francis Crowe
Samantak Datta
Benjamin Ronald Davis
Michael Louis DeSimone
Andrew J. Dinsick
David Steven DiPietro
Sarah Elizabeth Donahue
Martin Adam Elisco
Daniel Edward Fitzpatrick
Derek Edward Fitzpatrick
Nathan Anders Fredrickson
Margaret Alice Fry
John Patrick Gallagher
Charles Prentice Gelatt
Anthony Robert Geomnotti III
Kiran George George
Waylon Dirkson Good
Kevin Michael Grange
Keith Joseph Grawert
Nitin Kumar Gupta
Gary George Gustavsen, Jr.
Michael Scott Halbreiner
Matthew T. Haley
William Jackson Hicks Harrison
Joanna Elizabeth Hingle
Andrew James Hogg
Alexander Lee Hooper
Diana Hu
Ivan Yi Hu
Brett Colby Hughes
Adeel Hussain
Saleem Hussain
Karen C. Hung
Justin Warren Jaworski
Aliisa Jean Jones
Derek Kato Jung
Sarah Joyce Kalemeris
Christopher Andrew Karp
Adam Paul Karpinski
Robert Timothy Kazmierski
Jed J. Kim
Jeong Min Kim
David Robert Kolstein
Rajus Arvind Korde
Mark Daniel Krasniewski
Asadte Krishnaswamy
Muge Selin Kogukoglu
Gopind Nanda Kumar
Karthik Chiranjeevi Kumar
Anu Reema Lamba
Kevin Jon Larsen
Fran Oliverio Lefujo
Benjamin James Lebow
Joseph Christopher Lee
Justin Scott Lee
Tae Jun Lee
Christine Tsu Lin
Patrick Joseph Linardiucci
Keith Murphy Lindsey
Tsung Chin Liu
David Hall Logan
James Watkins Malin
Matthew Joseph Mailoux
David Read Maloney
Victor Suya-Viola Mangona
Michael Benjamin Marion
Brendan William Maurer
Stephen G. McClure
Alicia Amin Mecklai
Samer Ramel Melhem
Jared M. Moore
Daniel Adam Mordes
Miho Morimoto
Vivek Siddharth Munshi
Paige Lorraine Nelson
Jonathan Saul Nikfjam
Daniel Leitinger Northrup
Suman Pal
Jake Palmer
Wesley Elliott Parker
Matthew Daniel Pepper
Issac Scott Peterson
John Andrew Pleiffer
Mark Evan Philpot
Jeremy Christopher Poe
Vadin Steven Polikov
Steven Charles Poloni
Robert Adam Prince
Atif Musaffar Qureshi
Elizabeth Alice Ralston
Michael Matthew Reily
Andrew George Reish
Jonathan David Roberts
Zachary Martin Robertson

Daniel Joseph Roller
Timothy Daniel Rosek
Christopher Alan Ross
Amrin Paramjote Sachathep
Robert Ward Schneider
Andrew Whitman Schultz
Colin Douglas Scott
Deborah Ann Seibold
Jonathan Leighton Shih
Alicia Ann Singer
Kyle Christopher Smith
Nicholas Francis Soares
Elizabeth Rachel Strautin
Michael Patrick Sullivan
Matthew Frederick Sutherland
Masumi Natalie Symanal
Anthony Paul Tagliatieri
Man Chun Tai
Anar Kumar Than
Keith David Temple
Minjie Tong
Serdar Topak
Christopher Douglas Traver
Noelle Abra Trent
Anuwat Triratanawasii
Irene Tseng
Susan Yates Tall
Kalyan C. Yepuri
Alfred Jones Walker III
Zachary David Walton
Julia Wang
ShiBin Michael Wang
Dorion Donte Watkins
William Wood Watson
Gregory Moore Williams
Kel Yin Woo
Daniel Joseph Wood
Po-Hui Michael Wu
Klaus Frederick Wyld
Mark William Younger
Xiaowei Julie Zhao

MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Presented by Dean Kristina M. Johnson

September 1, 2002

Yoh Kawanami

Frances Louie

December 30, 2002

Mariana Barbalho Azevedo
Jeremie Leon Maurice Palacci

Camelia Rosu

Cory Scott Thompson

Charles Edward Wells
May 11, 2003

Benjamin Scott Borns
Jean Boustan
Dennis Ray-Chuan Chen
Carl J. Haslestad

Kevin Lawrence Hoover
Thomas Paul Jean Janvier
Rahul Lakhotia
Ronald Lee

Julia I-Chun Liang
Travis Edward McLeod
Michael Victor Nehme
Thomas Smordowski

Catherine Anne Thea
Lynn Hua Wang
Heather Lee Wojcik

__________________________

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams

September 1, 2002

Leigh Kim Florio

May 11, 2003

Christopher John Adrigr
Charity Kim Ashley
Kenneth Wayne Barrow, Jr.
Tina Marie Basten
Sharon Ann Berger
Hope Omega Bickford
Kristin Marie Boyt
Janina Nomi Brandt
Patricia Ann Brewer
Amy Lynn Burgess
Joseph Patrick Byrne, Jr.
Misty Love Chastain
Karen Ann Craig
Daniela Nascimento Grandall
Courtney Mallory Dallas
Robert Earl Deckert
Kristi Styers deCosta
Thomas Bradley Dixon
Mildred Gabot Fabros

Amy Upchurch Fales
Shannon Barbara Fisher
Vesna Stajkovic Francis
Tina Michelle Frost
Jacqueline Gaillard Gibson
Bradley J. Hamann
Heather Denise Hanes
Patricia Covington Harris
Ginger Michelle Hawks
Elizabeth Frances Hensley
Steven Todd Holbrook
Nancy Whitford Holland
Karri Lynn Hoyt
Terry A. Icard
Natasha Faye Jacobs
Tracey Ellen James
Walter Houston Jenkins, Jr.
Andrea Marie Johnson
Jennifer Lynn Johnson

Cybil Dyson Jones
Charles Francis Kesho
Charles Edmondson Lott
Rachael Elizabeth Lyden
Margot Carol Mahon
Kristie Collins Martin
Autumn A. McKenzie
John Darrell Meadows
James Edward Messersmith
Jamie Lee Morgan
Kathryn Suzanne Morton
Yasmin Soraya Ngala-El
Danielle Elizabeth Parrish
Monica Sue Peace
Shaunna Lorene Perez
Jennifer Ann Perkins
Amy Jo Pressley
Claudia Denise Ramirez

Gary Steven Ramirez
Mark Patrick Randolph
Christina Locklear Revels
Megan Anne Smith
Stephanie Beth Stahl
Renée Elizabeth Stedek
Jennifer Eleanor Stone
Julie Alice Stone
Hoa Thi Mai Tran
Tara LaTrell Travis
Charlene M. Walsh
Heather Lynn Walters
Thienkim Nguyen Walters
Megan Cox Webb
Noah Jesse Wichman
Lisa Victoria Williams
Michael Eugene Young
Kelly Ann Zabroski

__________________________

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES IN CLINICAL RESEARCH
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams

September 1, 2002

Mimi Sengupta Biswas
Alison Ehrlich

Gabor Geza Illei
Elizabeth Ann Molloy

Mary Therese Roth
James Duncan Whitehouse

Craig Jeffrey Wilson

December 30, 2002

Fathia Gibril

May 11, 2003

Manish Agrawal
Thomas Hanson Alexander
Srilhari Gopal
Todd Frederick Griffith

Ulrich Guller
Robert Mark Kaiser
Nicole Jean McCarthy

Miroslawa Aleksandra Nowak
Susan Irene O'Shea
Ana Thereza Cavalcanti Rocha

Robbert Jacobus C. Siebos
David R. Squires
Gordana Vlahovic

__________________________

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES IN CLINICAL LEADERSHIP
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams

September 1, 2002

Don Wayne Bradley
Ian Wilson Bushell

Steven Lloyd Johnson

May 11, 2003

William Kevin Broyles
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Presented by Dean Mary T. Champagne

September 1, 2002

Jacqueline Tucker Cardenas
Elizabeth Hall Carver
Marcus Todd Hinceman
Eleanor Marjorie Hunt
Mary Ann Ianuccio
Bernadette Tucker Lipscomb
Tina McGhee Manley
Cherie Payne
Bradley Franklin Persing
Mary Ellen Pierson
Renee Rosiek
Sharron Laura Schneider
Dana Kim Theisen
Kelly Ann Thompson
Mary Ann Turfo

December 30, 2002

Penny Lynnette Cooper
Mary Katherine Cornwell
Christine Marie Martinez
Hernandez
Stephen Brian Holdeman
Jeanne M. Krauser
Carrie Lynn Lewis
Sarah Eileen Mears
Stacey Lynn Merritt
Melissa B. Micol
Regina Judge Moore
Anna Paghliao Pacheco
Lisa Ann Patterson
Helen Marie Pavilonis
Melissa Ann Taylor
Dawn Winchester Tynan
Virginia Jo Veach
Gretchen P. Vicks

May 11, 2003

Melissa Flippen Beasley
Reagan Lewis Bell
Tammy Bennett
Caryn Ann Bowden
Leigh Anne Oxenreider Bowen
Lisa Sparks Brown
Jennifer Catherine Burd
Vanessa Seals Cain
Eleanor Karanne Campbell
Diana M. Canady
Lisa Thomas Chaplin
Amy Hagaman Cockerham
Rene Royal Corbett
Ellen W. Cowan
Regina Gaye Cox
Deborah W Davidson
Nicole Joy Davis
Cynthia Ann Dunn
David Nathan Effries
David M. Farbizio
Deidre Ann Fleming
Anne Bochser Harrington
Karen Pope Hill
Barbara Diane Peck Huey
Jeanette Ruth Lachine Jansen
Frances A. Kirton
Elizabeth Kay Krings
Kirstin Michelle Lawler
Le-Lan Le
Melissa J. McLamb
Nita Smith Mercer
Katherine Ann Miller
Erica Dawn Nelson
Ann Marie O’Hale
Wendy Sue Portier
Jonathan Wayne Rector
Vonda Harrington Reives
Gail Karen Schulz
Carol Ann Smith
Tamara Louise Starr
Susan Kathleen Tomo
Teresa W. Winslow
Dennis Hugh Woods
Sandra Waimun Yook

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Presented by Dean William H. Schlesinger

September 1, 2002

Colleen Elizabeth Fahey
Ellery Foster
George R. Hanly
Jason A. Hummel
Shu-yi Lin
Daniel H. Olstein

December 30, 2002

Lawrence F. Batch
Jeffrey Chow
Sarah Elizabeth Cannon
Kelly Christine Harkless
Craig Wilson Harper
Amy L. Horner
Genesis M. Humphrey
Ashley M. Oliver
Kelly Leah O’Malley

May 11, 2003

Lisa Rima Bacanskas
Robin Randall Barrows
Vaidhali Bogawelli
Lynne Turner Boyd
Thomas M. Craven, Jr.
Jason Davis
Andrea Leah Day
Michael M. Dechter
Ryan James Elting
Meryl Lindsay Eschen
Julie Edlund Franklin
Kate Sheffield Freeman
Lindsey Ann Fullenkamp
Benjamin Ty Gaddis
Jose Enrique Rebolloedo Garza
Kylie Erin Gensimore
Christine A. Giordano
Elizabeth L. Griffin
Makoto Hamatani
Adrienne Lynne Harris
Greta R. Hawkins
Trina Nicole Hedrick
Nicholas Adam Hollingshead
Stephanie Lynn Hunt
Reiko Iisuka
Elizabeth Hendrix Johnson
Daniel Kevin Kaiser
Deymani Kar
Julie Bloss Kelsey
Tony Michelle Kerns
Amanda Jean Koziuk
Yuki Kushiro
Mary Beth Lander
Elizabeth Austin Lane
Andrew Joseph Lavensburg
Jennifer Lumabao Lorenzo
Jessica Anne Maher
Jeffrey Charles Mangel
C. Ellery Mayence
Gail Meigs-Friend
Bonnell Marie Millar
Jeffrey Michael Mittelstadt
Mark E. Mobius
Melissa S. Mooney
Jennifer Travis Nissenbaum
Teresa Erin Parsons
Daphne Pee
Jeremy McCune Potter
Susan Lynn Reid
Matthew D. Rush
Mooko Saito
Karineh Samkian
Eliza Blue Shively
Saudamini Sinhar
Karen Elizabeth Snape
Ronanme Joline Bergquist
Thomas
Clair Maria Twigg
James F. Van Orden
Eriu Elizabeth Noe Vos
Marna Amanda Whittington
Emily Alice Woglon
Zheng Zhou
December 30, 2002

Hunam H. Abuamara
Saundra Marlene Alcantara
Makoto Araki
Philip Lynn Batchelor
David R. Blythe
Elaine Ann Bostoe
Matthew Bosrock
Karina Boubekeur
LaMont Keith Boykins
John R. Branner
Michael Todd Burleson
Gilberto Caldart
Bright Chen
James C. Chou
David A. Claar
Brian P. Colianni
Terri Adams Cooper
James Andrew Cornish
Kirk Shane Cotte
Richard Crabill
Regina L. Curry-Wong

Nancy Maxiene Cyanovich
Pietro Dall’Acqua
James B. Davis
Alexander Dedishev
Patrick Charles DeRenzo
Preston M. Dummon
Fernando V. Faria
A. Mark Fonda
William H. Gibson III
Philip A. Godfrey
Brant Goering
Carlos Gonzalez Brun
Robert John Guthrie, Jr.
Juegen Hammer
James Arthur Harrell III
James R. Harrison
Jeremiah Shields Henseghan
Anthony W. Hsu
Brett L. Humphry
Hue Du Johnson
Jason J. Karpeles

Denis Ian Kelly
Rick Kessler
Thomas Peter Francis Kiey
Kimberly A. Kyurea
Lam, Lai Sze Betty
David Baxter Lane
Steven F. Lepkowski
Nicholas M. Lisle
Soraya Marin-Goad
Krista Colette Marshall
Richard Daniel Martin
Peter Martinez
Michael Anthony McCollough
Kathleen McDonough
Jenny A. McGee
Timothy John Merrett
Anbu Ganapathi Muppidathith
Steven P. Nero
Omar Noorai
Goutfried Pausch
Ma, Joe C. Perucho
Pichappan Pethachi
Herbert Piereder
Charles Edward Pietusch
James William Recob
Jeffrey D. Richardson
Raj P. Sahlbom
Reza Sadeghian
Peter James Savajan
David G. Sevigny
Corayta V. Smith
Marcus Leonard Smith
Wayne E. Stack
Douglas Stinson
Thao Ngoc Phuong Tu
Robert M. Tullman
Bernard Dow Widerker
Francisco Zamores Tostado
Zenon Zdanuk
Yixin Zhang

May 11, 2003

Marco Michael Abele
Tracy Elizabeth Adams
Aditya Agrawal
Hye Eun Ahn
Yagya Ahuja
Hesham H. Ali
Fahed Abdulrahman Al-Sane
Eric Laurence Alshuler
Clay William Anderson
Blesson Chakkalkuzhiyl
Andrews
Adriana Rendon Antorcha
Jason Torrado Apter
John Kwaku Atta-Nyamekye
Kishore F. Augustus
Lars Sigurd Ausreim
Oluwatosin Oluwoye Ayeni
Alinio Cunha de Azevedo Neto
Siddharth Nandkishore Balu
Daniel Andres Balaus
Arielle Rain Band
James Joseph Barnes
Anthony John Barsoom
Vidhya Bashyam
Marcus Bauer
Jason Carl Baumgartner
Eric Brandon Beck
Stephen Justin Bedsole
Barbara Jane Bell
Santiago Luis Bellasi
Leandro Enrique Bello
Jill Suzanne Beveridge
Andrew John Bittman
Christina Jane Blanco
Jason Wallace Bliss
Buhdy Sin Swee Bok
Alexander V. Bondar
Sarah Elizabeth Borchers
Anthony Wade Borth
Johannes Coenradus Bouten
Charles William Brammer, Jr.
Jacob Charles Breeden
Kristin Sullivan Brennan
Lisa Perantoni Brown
Stephen Andrew Brown
Taisha Nkenge Browne
Paul Terrence Bryant
Daniela S. Bucareanu
Laura Karina Bulzan
Michael Bulzan
John Thomas Burt
Jennifer Lynn Byrne

Luis A. Calzada Zubiria
Sanjita Carapetta
Alexis Carloagnuolo
Sergio Guillermo Carrillo
Shawn Matthew Carroll
Raúl Castaño Martínez
Ashvin Chandhok
Deepthi Sharma Chandler
Bang Chang
Piyaworn Chankanit
Indranil Chatterjee
Brian Glen Chesney
Terrence Sidney Chevalier
Matthew Eric Chiechowicz
Eunjoo Cho
Myong Ki Choi
Soon Choi
Gopal Krishan Chopra
Gilbert Scribner Clarke
Scott Edward Clausen
Michael L. Clawson
Michelle Evelyn Clomme
Aldwin Billan Co
James Darrell Cole
John Nathaniel Coleman
John Victor Comissong, Jr.
Alexandra G. Constantinidis
Claudia Contreras
Lawrence Michael Coumes
Howard Goolhey III
Stuart Randall Coston
Todd S. Cottrell
Donald Royce Cox, Jr.
Todd Allan Creech
Duran S. Curtis
Frances Louise Dabb
Audrey Ann D’Agostino
Allan Mark Daisley
Barry Edward Daniels, Jr.
Nelson David Dao
E. Manuel de Aguiar
Fernando Martin de Beer
Lisa Marie De Boer
Kathleen Maria de Guzman
Andrew Zachary Deister
Emilio Romeo del Rio
Joseph Desha Dieker
Mercedes Spencer Dixon
Michael Peter Dombek
Candice Marie Drummond
Chad Jason Duhan
Ashley Parrott Dunham

Ezequiel Duran
David Joseph Edwards
Benjamin William Engel
John David Evans
Phillip Michael Eyler
Rachel Mara Fal
Meliiku Fanuel
Jonathan Wade Farmer
Brian David Feaster
Nicholas David Felten
Natasha Venice Fennice
Tera Linee Ferguson
Andrea Fernandez
Jorge Felipe Fernandez
Rachel Danielle Fichter
Monica Sue Holtzmueller Filyaw
Dave Firdaus
Helge Hermann Fischer
Diana Barnsley Fleming
Randall Wilson Fontes
Justin Alan Forbes
Jeffrey Norman Ford
Jeffrey V. Ford
Matthew Lee Foree
George Andrews Fotonis
Jeffrey D. Franco
Brian Michael Freeman
Tracy Elizabeth French
Hogesti Fridriksson
Carolina Alicia Fryer
Beth Lynne Fulton
Christopher Thomas Fulton
Gianluca Gaetani
Uday S. Ganbhur
Alejandro Jose Garcia
Erin Jane Henderson Gasch
Dennis M. Gephardt
Jessica Lynn Gerber
Peter Jacob Gerend
Martha Emily Gibson
Jonathan Evan Gindes
Christopher Lee Giroux
Jason Paul Goldberg
Evan David Goldstein
Alberto Gomez
Charles R. Goodman
Rudhika Gopakrishnan
Sefano Grasselli
Lindsay Biggers Green
Andrew Jameson Gregory, Jr.
Patrick Douglas Griffin
Alok Gupta

Randjit Gupta
Franco Guzman
Christopher Koi Hackney
Jason William Hafner
Eduardo Haimana
Jason Everett Haight
Bryan Scott Hakala
Leslie R. Hall
Andrew Joseph Halverston
Eric Huson Hanemann
Kyle Elizabeth Hannon
Erin Leigh Hansen
Philip Everett Hardin
Robert Paul Hargreaves
Chandra Mohandas Harjani
Taryn Caprin Harper
Nicholas Paul Harrigan
Kristy Denise Harris
Benjamin D. Harrison
R. Erick Hawkins
Steven G. Hayes
Susan Elizabeth Heise
Jorge Hernandez
Naoto Higashio
Derrin Joseph Hill
Jennifer R. Hlavna
Bich Ngoc Vong Hoai
Joseph E. Horak III
Yan Hon
Karin Hsing
Jeff Jly Haas
Cjen Huang
Todd Mitchell Huff
Nadine Leonie Hylton
Janis Lyn Ingledue
Charles R. Jackson
Mark R. Jagg
Pallav Jain
Cassim Elizabeth Janik
Tao Jiang
Brian Johnson
Marlowe Prescott Johnson
Timothy David Johnson
Angier Williams Johnston
Jeffrey Thomas Jones
Grady Jurrens
Christos Kallioras
David Kang
Hyun Seung Kang
Demuri Kasradze
Lewis Scott Kaufman
Sandeep Kaul
MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2002
Daniel Jay Vogt, Jr. Juliette Palmer White

December 30, 2002
Craig Wilson Harper

May 11, 2003

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2002
Allison Elizabeth Bartley Katherine Touw DeAlmeida Caroline Elizabeth Doerrffer Elizabeth Lee Dyer Teresa K. Hayne Ashley Jessica Morgan Hecht Andrew Stephen Lupien Kenton Pope Kady Beth Wilkes

May 11, 2003
Benjamin Ty Gaddis Jennifer Michelle Janowich Kelly Lynn Sara Mulvey Michael Conrad Jonathan Rorie

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2002

December 30, 2002

May 11, 2003
Selase Agbenoto Tamara Lynn Bailey Elizabeth Lanz Brown Cai, Xinyu Christopher James Colville Angela Lieberman Dalton Santpal Singh Dhillon Yun Feng Junlei Geng Kenneth Leroy Heybrock Leanna Lynn House Xiao Feng Huang David Paul Kowalski Hui Li Qinhua Liu Olufolajimi Obembe Kiona Ogle Philip Y Paik Anuja Sehgal Julie Anne Thurston Chong Tu Yanbin Xu
MASTER OF ARTS
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2002

Daniele Antonucci
Suzanne Marie Buck
Sharon Moore Capps
Carra Marie Cote
Inna Dergunova

Kenichi Fukumura
Celia Elizabeth Galbraith
Aaron Scott Hervey
Fu Tien Hsu
Anthony Lloyd Hutcheson

September 1, 2002

Jené Lee
Kin Kai Leung
Stacey Lynn McDonald
Jason Aaron Reifler
Amaresunda Sahoo

Oleg Tretiakov
Eshref Trushin
Daniel Welt
Wu Jiu-Hua
Wei Wendy Wu

December 30, 2002

Renu Bora
Paulaeta Jean Brown
Zachary E. Chandler
Yen-cheng Chang
Yao-li Chuang
Brian Gerald Dahlin
Maxym Dedov
Charles Joseph Del Dotto
Marie Dragan-Williams
Andrew Richard Feist
Katherine Hollingsworth Flynn

Deepta Sarah George
Kintnya Shikama Ani Harrison
Debra Ann Hlavaty
Mary Grace Immediata
Samuel Herbert Jackson
Meeta Chand Jain
Seth Kincaid Jolly
Barbara Elisabeth Lechleitner
Mari Anne Mansfield
Patricio Alejandro Mansilla Caro
Deborah Kristine Marcuse

Sarah Opal Meadows
Ilarion V. Melnikov
Donald Ryan Miller
Yeong Jin Park
Mariana Francesca Past
Nicole Michele Perrygo
Margaret Pizer
Troy Alan Powell
Dennis C. Rasmussen
Robert Corey Remle
Joel Wren Revill

William Matthews Robinson, Jr.
Seth Nathaniel Rogoff
Daniel Brian Salgado
Jeremy M. Schott
Julie Elizabeth Singer
Lori Hildreth Sonderegger
Miles Gayle Taylor
Meredith Lewis Turner
Alejandro Velasco
LaNitra M. Walker
Eric Carter Williams

May 11, 2003

Sae Young Thomas Ahn
Bideesha Ahuja
Jeremy Ascher
Melanie Louise Wells Bain
Stephanie Michelle Lasater
Bennett
Carol Christine Camblin
Emily Streuer Carlisle
James Michael Collins
Stacie Ann Craft
Victoria Maria DeFrancesco Soto
Joseph Edward DeLuca
Phillip Scott Denske
Jared Samuel Dinkes
Gina Lucky Dizria
Lexy Durand
C. Virginia Fenwick
Tillman James Finley
Ana-Maria Pilar Fort
Tobin Leigh Freid
Ogbonnaya Galbadrakh
Tyler E. Gellisch
Daniel Abraham Goldstein

Benjamin John Grob-Fitzgibbon
Vito S. Guerra
Helen Thompson Hill
Lily Elaine Hirsch
Karin Larson Holmberg
Xin Huang
Karen Louise Jones
Cheng-Hui Kao
Robert Laszlo Karp
Philip C. Kinney
Oleksander Kirilkin
Ahmad Komara
Kumushkan Konurbaeva
Medina Korda
Jacob Langer
Tracey Anne LaPierre
Anastasia Lazakis
Ellen J. Levine
Peter Van Lindsay
Moshique LaShawn Lyle
Alexander N. Makarovski
Jennifer Marie Malloy

Amy Melissa McKay
Akiko Mori
Olga N. Mossina
John Claiborne Mountcastle
Jaclyn Noel Moyer
Fredrick Mulenga
Liza Estianti Natalia
Michael James Nicholas
Nicholas Henry Omiru
Senay Ozden
James A. Palmer
Sarah Baldwin Parry
Nino Partskhaladze
Kevin James Player
Matthew William Prior
Tuya Purevjav
Sandra Gayle Quinn
Jennifer Tiffany Reeves-Burke
Renee C. Rice
Nicholas Robins
Ismayil Safaraliyev
David Manuel Medeiros Serpa

Daniel Shaver
Di Shi
Youngjae Shin
Joshua K. Simko
Slabodsky, Santiago H.
Piriy Supaphaphimat
Budi Susila
Osami Holmes Swinton
Amy Louise Tabb
Jennifer Michele Talarico
Maia Tavdzle
Clifton Bryan Teague
Elizabeth Wadsworth Thomas
Michael Weinberger Tofas
Yektan Turkyilmaz
Munkhtushin Uuld
Wat, Janice Chung Yin
Seth James Wechsler
James C. White
Dean Scott Wilson
Michael Andrew Worth
Zhu, Yuan

MASTER OF DIVINITY
Presented by Dean L. Gregory Jones

September 1, 2002

Byron Bailey Alday
Sara Holloway Bobo

Kenneth Edward Brown
Sandy Kraft

Rhonda Turner Maurer

Heather Herrin Wong

December 30, 2002

Matthew Robert Evans
Susan Linn Harthon

James Joseph Hemenway
Hyung Soo Kim

Danny B. Money
Matthew David Nealy

Perry Owen Wright
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R. Mark Adams
Jeremy Deland Ayers
Josiah William Bailey IV
Michael Preston Barham
Summer Michelle Barnett-Kinard
Vaughn Ryan Black
Pamela Elane Blackstock
Lucille Kauffman Blizzard
Candace Danielle Boyd
Marcus De'Angelo Bridgell
Christina Ross Watson
Brookshire
Matthew J. Broxterman
Oscar Lavon Chambers, Jr.
Lauren Paige Chance
Jean-Luc Stéphane Charles
Iris L. Clayton
Marion Edward Cobb
Mark David Conforti
Jason Howell Cook
Marian Renée Cooper
Judith Marie Bors Davis
Grace Morton Dill
Edward Raymond Drew
Chadwick Lee Eggleston
Kevin Marshall Fiorini
Britt Woodroof Fisher
Amanda Miller Garber
Gergeo A. Gregory
Grace Griffith Hackney
Jake E. Hall
Heather Lynn Harris
Suan Huguley Harrison
Darrel Alonzo Hughes
Brian Felker Jones
Kenneth Darnell Johnson
Tiffany Fae Johnson
Sue Ji Kim
Nathan Elliott Kirkpatrick
Marilyn Shanon Lewis
Robert W. Licht
Carley Nicholas Lyerly
Carole Reidmeyer Martin
Jeffrey Lawrence Martin
Jo Anna McGehee
James D. McSpadden
Christopher Douglas Millay
Scott Kenneth Mofield
Christopher Gregory Moore
Sarah Elizabeth Moore
Sarah Stokes Musser
Jesse Wayne Napier
Thomas Moore Nichols, Sr.
Enuma Chinedu Okoro
Warren Ned Owens
Christie Ann Page
Christopher Shane Page
Amy Elizabeth Pannell
Jeremy Troy Peters
Justin Randall Phillips
Matthew Troy Phillips
William Edward Pike
Kevin Lee Powers
Sally Wooten Queen
Daniel P. Rhodes
Michelle Lee Roach
Benjamin Woods Rooker
Lanecia A. Rouse
James Kevin Sanders
William T. Setliff, Jr.
Alex A. Shanks
Amanda Ruth Springs
Ryan D. Sullenberger
Henry Edgar Swanzey
Jeffrey Howard Sypole
Amy Marie Thompson
Lorelei Krall Toombs
Lauren Elizabeth Tyler
Kristen Driscoll Williams
Jamalyn Aleice Peigh Williamson
Deborah Wilkins
Rani Partridge Woodrow
Frank William Woodward
Wesley Brent Wright
Maximilian Oscar Zehner

MASTER OF THEOLOGY
Presented by Dean L. Gregory Jones

September 1, 2002

Barbara Eldridge Crammer
Joseph Richard Winters
John Edward Zimmerman

December 30, 2002

In-Yong Lee
James Aaron Rayburn
Mark Daniel White
Victoria Atkinson White

May 11, 2003

Kevin Engel Adair
David Otto Bynum
Chad Tyler Gerber
Arthur Wilson McDonald
Mark Allen Penfold
Charles Allen Poole
Adelaide Moran Siegl
Richard Albert Varriale, Jr.

MASTER OF LEGAL STUDIES
Presented by Dean Katharine T. Bartlett

September 1, 2002

Mei Hui

JURIS DOCTOR
Presented by Dean Katharine T. Bartlett

September 1, 2002

Jessica Faye Carter
Allyson Fleur Gannon
Cara Danielle Hinshaw
Christian Douglas Jinkerson
Shivali Shah

December 30, 2002

Sharon L. Cummings
Kristina Younghoe Han
Amy L. Horner
Suesie Kang
Derek B. Meilman
Edward Nathaniel Moss
Dana Rappaport
Mary Elizabeth Roccafiore
Leah Jane Russin

Mark Simmelkjaer
Jennifer Ann Simon
Lora Myrene Taylor
Meredith Lewis Turner
May 11, 2003

Erin Elizabeth Aboyad
Grant Alexander Adams
Suzanne Miriam Alford
Joshua David Anzel
Xavier Marc Bailllard
Julie Grace Baldassano
Jennifer Leigh Barry
Allison Elizabeth Bead
Jason W. Bliss
Dhamian A. Blue
John Wesley Bolin III
Matthew Justin Bonness
Haley Ann Boyette
Michelle Ann Buchmeier
Thomas Arnold Antoine Beller Burnis
Ryan C. Cady
Wiroj Chattratananich
Peter D. Christofferson
Farrah J. Chu
Molly Jess Clarkeon
Shivna Alison Cooney
Nicole Anyssa Crawford
Colin R. Crossman
Brian Joseph Damiano
Melissa Stark Danson
Alexander Joseph Davie
Joseph Alan Davies
Guy Richard DeCarlucci
Gina Lucky Dizzia
Allison Paige Duensing
Kimberly Lynne Edwards
Paul Revere Ervin III
Jessica Claudine Espinosa
Basirn Ernst Eustache
Mark Frank Fazio
Tillman James Finley
Matthew Lee Fore
Jonille Dionne Fowler
Kathryn Joy Garrison
Bradford Fulton Gay
Tyler E. Gellischa
Carolyn Ragan Georgiade
Samuel Breit Glass
Jeffrey Robert Gnecco
Joseph William Goodman
Rachel Grad

Beverly N. Gray
Christina May Greene
Matthew Douglas Greenley
John Franklin Guild
Divesh Gupta
Tia Nichole Hall
Daniel O. Hanks
Whitney Danielle Hardy
Claibourne Samuel Harrison
Nathan Curtis Henderson
Faith Noelle Hinkley
Karlin Larson Holmberg
Timothy M. Hudson
Seth Martin Hustfelder
James Barnette Inco II
Frederick Appel Iisa
Joel Lawrence Israel
Elizabeth Hendrix Johnson
Nichelle Yvonne Johnson
Matthew Harper Jones
Susan Zetta Jorgensen
Robert Lionel Joseph
Matthew David Kane
David R. Kaplan
Juliet Johnson Karastelev
Jonathan Evan Kellner
Leon Kelly
Kirsten Elizabeth Kenney
Amy Killoran
Jaime L. Klima
Scott George Kobil
Elizabeth Margaret Kurlander
Sara Rachael Lester
Alison Beth Levy
Peter Van Lindsay
Timothy Howard Linville
Emily A. Locke
Stuart Drayton Louie
Kurt Konrad Lankenheimer
Stephanie Jean Mah
Darren Erwin Malhame
Daniel Jacob Malino
Eri Nicholson Maloney
Janice Cruz Mandac
Gregory Adam Manter
Jennifer Jo Ann Marsh
Matthew Adam Mason

Anthony G. Mauriello II
Kelly Brooke McBrayer
James Kelly McCall
Karla Mari McKanders
Lucas Moore McKeon
Patrick James McMan
Stephen Gerald McNiff
Stephen Lee Minter
David Michael Miscia
Daniel Hopkins Monroe III
Kendra Ashcroft Montgomery-Blinn
Leah Miriam Moore
Jaclyn Noel Moyer
Angela Grant Murphy
Natalie Marie Newton
Charles Ross Nightingale
James P. Nonkes
Sean M. O’Neill
Daniel Jonathan O’Neil
James C. Peltier
Christopher Scott Perry
Kelly Anne Perry
Melissa Catherine Peshkin
Amy Alison Pines
Gillian Nicole Rattray
William Porter Rayel
Daniel Richard Reid
Heather Lin Reardon
Nicole Leigh Rittenhouse
Tracy Nicole Robinson
Adam Jarad Rogers
Jennifer L. Rosen
Janet L. Rosenblad
Michaela Eve Rosenholz
Hadley Chenaught Ross
Emily Church Schilling
Lewis Wayne Schlossberg
Nathan Gabriel Schmidt
Amy Elizabeth Sigler
Schoenhard
Erica Francesca Scollon
Jay R. Schwarz
Renée Natasha Sewchand
Robert Liggesh Shirley
Jennifer Carol Sikes
David Hugh Silverstein

Joshua K. Sinako
Adam Antonio Romarsi Smith
Sarah Caroline Smith
Stephen True Smith
Christine Elizabeth Soares
Sherman Gray Souther, Jr.
Eric Harmon Spencer
Michael P. Stafford
Alisa Paige Starkman
Sonia Macias Steele
Allison Huntley Stiles
Morgan Wood Streetman
Jacquelyn Lee Sumer
Anna Anne Sumner
Tara Shaun Swidler
Cynthia Munk Swindelhurst
Vanessa Marie-Carmelle Thomas
Sean Matthew Timney
Jordan Berner Touney
Michael Andrew Tunks
Amanda M. Uliano
Elizabeth Flores van de Sande
Jason Scott Veloso
Christopher J. Volk
Caroline Elizabeth Wainwright
Heather Marie Ward
Sean J. Ward
Ward Blair Washington
Benjamin Chungpping Wei
Edward Troy Werner
James C. White
Maranda Kate Whittener
Marna Amaranth Whittington
Aaron Todd Wolfsen
Sarah Margery Wood
Ryan Allin Thomson Workman
Sarah Almeria Wright
James Ramage Wyche
Fang Xue
Jinping Yang
Linda Ji Yi
Fan Yu
Arax Lia Zarikian
Jing Zhang
Dana Catherine Ziker
Bradley Trent Zimmer
Meredith Zinanni

MASTER OF LAWS
Presented by Dean Katharine T. Bartlett

May 11, 2003

Érica Paschoalick Alexandre
Joshua David Anzel
Stephan Bauer
Oshrat Ben-Moshe
Wendy Benge-Knight
Ruth Brenner
Simon Irineu James Carvalho
Hongliang Chang
Farrah J. Chu
Yung Yi Chu
Cristóbal Cuadra
Karene Anahera Dalbraithec
Jean-Marie Delcour
Gaston H. Dounin
Thandeka Duke
Gonçalo Capela Godinho
Christina May Greene
Rodrigo Guzman K.

Maria Gabriela Hahan
Chisato Higashio
Wan-Chun Ho
Isabella A. Hoedl
James Barnette Inco II
Nobuyoshi Iujiima
Nichelle Yvonne Johnson
Kayono Kadota
Masatsuma Kadota
Jonathan Evan Kellner
Unhio Kim
Alfred Guillermo Kosuth
Bernhard Johannes Krebs
Tarja Krehm-Duranovic
Tobias M. Leder
Sang-Kook Lee
Zohar Liss
Nicolas Lustig

Edward Welby Hinton Mallett
Gregory Adam Manter
Jaime E. Martin
Patrick James McLain
Larissa Meil
Emilio M. Miguel
Charlotte Moller
Marcela Montanes
Suriya Nachin
Emiko Nakami
Alexander W. Natz
Diego J. Ortega
Miguel Angel Oural
Maximilian Pasquale
James C. Peltier
Guillermo Pedro Plate
Jorge Prieto Alcalde
Karla Quevedo

Michaela Eve Rosenholz
Hadley Chenaught Ross
Antony Nicholas Rutherford
Arufdea Dwi Saraswati
Eran A. Sari
Frank H. Schäffer
Nathan Gabriel Schmidt
Thomas Roland Schwarz
Sanzhar Erbol Shaimardan
Stephen True Smith
Jacquelyn L. Sumer
Tara Shaun Swidler
Kentaro Tada
Shoji Tanaka
Masahiro Terada
Mila Trezza
Christina M. Tritz
Michael Andrew Tunks
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Takayuki Usui
Mariela Vargas
Olga V.Vinokourova
Marko Violic

Oliver von Schweinitz
Yuichi Watanabe
Aaron Todd Wolfson

Ryan Allin Thomson Workman
Akihiko Yamada
Hiyumi Yamada

Jingsong Zhang
Daniel Zimmer
Yair Zorea

DOCTOR OF JURIDICAL SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Katharine T. Bartlett
May 11, 2003
Alejandro Pozadas Urusuadseguí

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams
September 1, 2002
Michelle Plouffe Thomas

May 11, 2003

Jessica Erin Anderson
Elizabeth Lea Baker
Joaquin Alberto Barrios IV
Solangi Martins Brizido
Richard F. Ciceri
Rachel Rebecca Conner
Jennifer Marie Creah
Carrié Jean Dougherty
Holly Clara Eggert
Michelle Nicole Epps
Wendy Christine McDonald

Geen

Andrew Byron George
Badia Munther Haddadin
Lorrie Beth Ippensen
Kimberli Anna Kinnemann
Tasha Joa Rulkka
Kasey L. Lalime
Scott Matthew Longmuir
Linsey Leigh McDonough
Erik E. Mulkifi
Frank Jerome Miklojuch

Courtney Susanne Neupert
Michael T. Oler
Anna Rittgers Ratus
Tamika Nicole Reader
Amy Elizabeth Revelett
Michael David Rhine
Jennifer Multenhunt Riven
Dorothea Ashley Whitney
Roberts
Artrisah Trinette Williams

Rogers

Neetu A. Shah
Stephanie Marie Stone
Taral Lynh Street
Samuel Lee Taggart
Leila Morris Theuerkorn
Holly Jean Turbyfill
Jessica Petera Vanek
Daniel Jay Vreeman
Leslie Pauline Washam

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams
December 20, 2002
Jason David Archibald

May 11, 2003

Thomas Hanson Alexander
Eryn Nicole Alpert
Kara Beth Anthony
Michael Adam Bernstein
Janieson MacDonald Bourque
Errol Lovester Bush
Yessica Eileen Cabrera
Suzette Germaine Casal
Barbara Kelly Sarantakis
Changli
Weiq Chen
James Jeffrey Chien
Lynn Chien
Patricia Sunghie Cho
Edward Kwanghyoun Chung
Kathleen Elizabeth Corey
Laura Elise Crotty
Marianne Edwards Dawn
Ryan Courtney Fields
Kim Frances Mary Gardner
Brett Jason Gilbert
Heather Marie Gillespie

Lindsay Biggers Green
Ann S. Hatfield
Yolanda Coretta Hawkins
Shelelka Linette Hervey
Eric S. Huang
Valerie K. Iboom
Farhana Jan
Erica Boiman Johnstone
James Chiming Kao
Dura Khalatari
Luke Kwon Kim
Shelly Tina Lee
Diane Carol Linden
Gregory Brandt Louie
Cheré Roshall Lucas
Kian Adam Maerecks
Henry Cooper Mccade
Laura Y. McGirt
Matthew Joseph McGirt
Ki Maureen McLean
Narayan Dhruvaraj Melgiri
Faisal Majid Merchant

Laura Tamiko Meyer
Aaron Samuel Miller
Arlene Cecelia dela Cruz Molino
Marcello Antoine Morgan
Audrey Ragun Odorn
Elizabeth Kendall O’Halloran
James A. Onigieit
Daniel Palestrant
Tod Robert Parker
Chris Troya Pernell
Benjamin Ryan Phelps
Katie Marie Phillips
Maxwell Agyemang Prempeh
Frederick Michael Rauscher
Gregory Thomas Ray
Christopher Robert Reynolds
B. J. Risel
Craig Andrew Rineer
Brian Calado Ruiz de Luzuriaga
Haris Iqbal Sair
Jonathan Gregory Schoenecker

Lisa Margarete Schweigler
Scott Benjamin Serlin
Laura Evelyn Stewart
Bradley Alden Stohr
Jesse James Sturn
Lisa-Gail Simone Thomas
Anjali Priya Tiku
Kathleen Binh T. To
Glen Alan Toomayan
Brent Archibald Townsend
Timothy Yu-Ting Tseng
Geoffrey Brant Walton
Caroline Angela Wang
David William Wang
Emily Ai-hua Wang
Michael Quinck Wickham
Shaheen Ahmad Wirk
William Allen Wood, Jr.
Tarra Marie Wright
Ambeshie Yeast
Alberumi Mosa Zaman
Elab Abouheif
The Evolutionary and Developmental Genetic Basis of Wing Polyphenism in Ants

Thomas W. Anderson
Three Essays on Household Location and Educational Decisions

Gary George Bennett, Jr.
Occupational Stress and the Diurnal Regulation of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis, Cardiovascular Parameters, and Psychosocial Functioning

Karen G. Brinker
Linkages of Innate and Adaptive Immunity: Differential Regulation of Dendritic Cell Functions by Surfactant Proteins A and B

Marina Brozović
Studies of the W/Z Production Associated with Direct Photons

Timothy Noone Carroll
Interdependencies in Organization Design: Searching for the "Edge of Chaos"

Anshuman Chandra
Test Resource Partitioning and Test Data Compression for System-on-a-Chip

Anne Deirdre Collins
Configuration Spaces in Robotic Manipulation and Motion Planning

Jayne Blair Corbell
I. Multivalency Effects in Protein-Carbohydrate Interactions
II. Expanding the Synthetic Utility of KDPG Aldolase

Yanting Dong
Rate-Distortion Analysis of Joint Compression and Classification: Application to HMM State (POSE) Estimation via Multi-Aspect Scattering Data

Kiersten Marie Elliott
Understanding Consumer-to-Consumer Influence on the Web

Marco Antonio Rosa Ferreira
Bayesian Multi-Scale Modelling

Kelli Elise Friedman
Weight-Based Stigmatization and Ideological Beliefs: Relation to Psychological Distress in an Obese, Treatment-Seeking Population

Stephanie Jocelyn Garcia
Does Chlorpyrifos Neurotoxicity Involve Developing Glial Cells? An In vitro and In vivo Analysis

Kelly Ann Hartley
Interactions of Human Papillomavirus Type 11 Helicase E1 with Host Transcription and Replication Machinery

Michael Jay Hornish
Double Beta Decay of $^{152}$Sm and $^{154}$Nd to Excited Final States

Erlich S. Huang
Metagene-Based Modeling of Oncogenic Processes

Julie Beth Kaplow
Coping Strategies and the Development of Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms in Sexually Abused Children

Erin Anne Kimmel
Elucidating the Molecular Mechanisms of Nuclear Receptor-Mediated Transcriptional Repression

James Matthew Kittelberger
Neuromodulators, Synaptic Connectivity and the Regulation of Song Plasticity in the Zebra Finch

Ning Li
Mode Choice and Performance of Strategic Alliances

Hao Liu
Part A: Rhodium Chemosymes: Michaelis-Menten Kinetics in Dichromium (II) Carboxylate-Catalyzed Carbonic Anhydrase Reactions; Part B: Solution-Phase High-Throughput Synthesis of Thiolin Analogue Library

Sean J. Lyman
Reproductive Behavior and Demographic Variability in the Bicolor Desertfish, Stegastes partitus

Joseph D. Mannion
Structure and Reactivity of Thionitriles

Mia Kathleen Markey
Modular Machine Learning Methods for Computer-Aided Diagnosis of Breast Cancer

Smitha Mathew
Characterization of the Interaction of Fibroblast Growth Factor-2 with Human α 2-Macroglobulin

Christine L. Meredith
Intracardiac Catheter Tracking Using Ultrasonic Volumetric Imaging Fields

Daniel Eugene Meyer
Genetically Engineered Elastin-Like Polypeptide Carriers for Thermally Targeted Delivery of Therapeutics to Solid Tumors

Samila Heshmati F. Mihindukulasuriya
Genomic Applications of Multiplex On-the-Fly Fluorescence Lifetime Detection in Capillary Electrophoresis

Xueming Millard
The BCGS-FFT Method for Electromagnetic Scattering from Heterogeneous Objects of Arbitrary Shape Embedded in a Pianotropic Layered Medium

Jeffrey Kirk Mills
Triggered Release of Liposome Contents: Mechanisms Involved in Membrane Permeability and Compromise

Lisa Kay Neuman
Recapturing Culture: American Indian Identities at Baccala College, 1927-1955

Jonathan M. Nichols
Applications of Nonlinear Time-Series Analysis

Audrey Ragan Odom
Nuclear Functions of an Inositol Phosphophate Kinase Pathway

Neung-Hwan Oh
Chemical Weathering of Three Piedmont Soils in North Carolina

Rui Miguel Batista Paulo
Problems on the Bayesian/Frequentist Interface

Robert Christian Penland
A Three-Dimensional Bidomain Model of Conduction in the Ventricular Wall Incorporating Transmural Heterogeneities in Action Potential Duration and Fiber Structure

Ruth S. Phillips
ZFP36L1: A CCCH Zinc Finger Nuclease-Plasmidic Shuttling Protein

Kenneth B. Pierce, Jr.
Reconciling Forest Demography with Gradient Analysis in Montane Landscapes

Stephen M. Ponicsak
Bayesian Analysis of Teacher Effectiveness

Merrijane Rosen
Network and Single Cell Mechanisms for Shaping Song-Selective Auditory Responses in Song System Neurons of the Zebra Finch, Taeniopygia guttata

Benjamin David Rubin
Odor Discrimination in the Rat: The Role of Spatial Activity Patterns in the Olfactory Bulb

Tina Wilson Sali
Identification and Characterization of Drosophila melanogaster DNA Topoisomerase IIβ

Karina VR Schäfer
Effects of Increased Atmospheric CO2 Concentrations on Water and Carbon Relations of Four Co-Occurring Tree Species
Daniel Charles Villanueva  
*Breaking with Tradition: Europe as a Political Project in the CDU*

Mara Kathleen Voracek-Warren  
*Cold Shock Adaptation of Escherichia coli: Genetic and Biochemical Characterization of the Lipid A Palmitoyltransferase, LpxP*

Eric John Wagner  
*The Polypryridine Tract Binding Protein Antagonizes Exon Definition*

Hai Feng Yu  
*Wide-Area Replication Using Continuous Consistency: Theory and Practice*

---
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Kecia Albright Ali  
*Money, Sex, and Power: The Contractual Nature of Marriage in Islamic Jurisprudence of the Formative Period*

Darrell Anderson  
*Virtualized Network Storage*

Blaine N. Armbuster  
*Recruitment of Telomerase to Telomeres, an Essential Step in the Cellular Regulation of Human Telomerase*

James Todd Auman  
*Altered Beta-Adrenergic Signaling in the Heart and Liver from Developmental Exposure to Terbutaline*

Sona S. R. Banik  
*Characterization of Domains Within hTERT that are Essential for In vitro and In vivo Telomerase Activity*

Virginia Constance Barfield  
*I John: A Social-Scientific Interpretation*

Michael Jacob Blum  
*Nontropical Hybrid Zone Stability and Formation*

Jennifer Rae Brennan  
*From SRY to Z: Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms of Testis Development*

James Scott Brown  
*The Adoption of National Old Age Security Programs: Internal Contingencies and Diffusion Effects*

Vincent Aaron Brown  
*Slavery and the Spirits of the Dead: Mortuary Politics in Jamaica, 1740-1834*

Yong Cai  
*Three Essays in Industrial Organization*

Sining Chen  
*A Deformation Model for Images*

Jill A. Chmielewski  
*Portraits of Daily Life on the Funerary Monuments of Roman Gaul and Germany*

Charles Norman Ciampaglio  
*Disparity and the Fossil Record: Using Mass Extinctions Throughout the Phanerozoa to Determine the Nature of Morphological Constraints*

Kristin Diehl  
*Two Essays on Information Acquisition and Consideration Set Formation: Effects of Lower Search Costs on Consumer Welfare*

Alyssa Doll  
*Analysis of the Function, Localization and Regulation of RGA, a Negative Regulator of Gibberellin Signaling in Arabidopsis thaliana*

Gregory Joseph Dobbins  
*Early Ideal Schemes: Decolonization, Modernism and the Cultural Politics of Idleness in Twentieth Century Ireland*

Meenakshi Dutt  
*Numerical Studies of Substrate Friction in Granular Materials*

Michelle Lynn Dylan  
*When Work is Not Enough: North Carolina Welfare Dynamics and Labor Market Conditions*

---

‡ Dissertation Title
Laura J. Lewis-Tiffin
Differential Regulation of Tyrosine Hydroxylase Gene Expression by Cyclic AMP, Depolarisation, and Hypoxia Stimuli

Alan Long
Synthesis of Optically Active Alpha-Amino Acids via 1,3-Dipolar Cycloadditions of Nitrones with Alkenes

Katie G. MacLean
Transatlantic Mysticism: Women, Religion and Colonization

Georgianna Bledsoe-McElvane

Jacqueline E. Mohan
Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Effects on Temperate Forests: Implications for Plant Evolution, Forest Succession, and Nutrient Turnover

Jennifer Quinn Morse
The Personality Style-Life Event Congruence Hypothesis Tested in Late-Life Depression

Tao Pei
Palladium Catalyzed Intramolecular Cyclization

Octavian Procopiuc
Algorithms for Very Large Spatial Databases

Michael R. Rackett
Sexuality and Sinlessness: The Diversity Among Pelagian Theologies of Marriage and Virginity

Andrew Roper
Essays on Capital Structure

Guillemo Rosas Ballina
Baghdad or Bailout: The Political Economy of Bank Crises, 1975-2000

Meredith F.N. Rosser
The Role of Adenosine Ligands in the Regulation of GRP94 Function

Ilka Saal
Epic Pleasures: Political Theater Reconsidered

Freya Schiwy
Reframing Knowledge: Indigenous Video, Gender Imaginaries, and Colonial Legacies

Evelyn Elayne Shockley
The Tyranny of Domesticity: Identity and the Gothic in British Victorian and Twentieth-Century African American Literature

Mario Benjamin Baptista de Siqueira
Quantifying Biosphere-Atmosphere Exchange Using Fluid Mechanics Principles

David Allen Skaar
Characterization of the CTD kinase CTDK-I has Identified a Role for CTDK-I in Pre-mRNA 3' Processing Through Ph11p, A Novel 3' Cleavage/Polyadenylation Factor

Jessica Tashker
Regulation of Post-Mitochondrial Apoptotic Events in Xenopus Egg Extracts

Jennifer L. Terni
Elements of Mas. Society: Spectacular Identity and Consumer Logic in Paris (1830-1848)

Mithuna S. Thottethodi
Techniques for High Bandwidth, Low Latency Interconnection Network Operation at High Offered Loads

Kalyanaraman Vaidyanathan
Proactive Management of Software Systems: Analysis and Implementation

Diego Valderrama
An Evaluation of Equilibrium Business Cycle Models in the Presence of Statistical Nonlinearities

Alexander Frederik Hendrik van Nievelt
Dental Development in Monodelphis domestica (Marsupialia: Didelphidae) and the Evolution of Tooth Replacement in Mammals

Sathyaranarayan Vassudevan
Recursive Bayesian Refractivity Estimation Using Radar Sea Clutter Return

Randall P. Walsh
Analyzing Open Space Policies in a Computable Locational Equilibrium Model

Michael Scott Wisz
Rational Design of Protein Function

David Alexander Zuharoff
Characterization of Intestinal Transport of Plasmid DNA Through Electric Field-Mediated Gene Delivery

Alberuni Musa Zunah
Characterization of PKA-Mediated Modulation of β2 Adrenergic Receptor Coupling to Gi, αi, and Gi

Bo Zheng
Synthesis, Chemical Modification and Application of Nanomaterials

Zhou, Xi
Classification of Missense Mutations of Disease Genes
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Cenk Alhan
Performance and Reliability of Passive and Controllable Seismic Isolation Systems

Chris Armstrong
The Emotional Culture of the Gilded Age Wesleyan Holiness Movement

Peter Joseph Attar
Experimental and Theoretical Studies in Nonlinear Aerodynamics

Kristen Gail Barnes
Contemporary Cinematic Constructions of French and Francophone African Immigrant Identities (1950-The Present)

Martin Douglas Beebe
Signal Complexity in Avian Communication: The Function of Multiple Singing Modes in Yellow Warblers

Chris Bell
Shame, Guilt and Justice: Self-Conscious Emotions as Mediators of the Positive Effects of Perceived Justice

Jessica Barkley Blaustein
Counterpoints: Alternative Technologies of Domestic Enclosure in the Early Twentieth Century United States

Charu L. Bohra
α2 Macroglobulin: Kinetic Analysis of Nonproteolytic Aminogen Incorporation and Characterization of an Analog in Rabbits

Catherine Agnes Calder
Exploring Latent Structure in Spatial Temporal Processes Using Process Convolutions

Dongyan Chen
Analysis and Mitigation of Failures in Communication System with Discrete and Fluid Models

Mu Chen
Lesion Detection Characteristics of Triple-Head 360° versus Adjacent Dual-Head 180° Myocardial Spec Acquisitions

David Chodnicewicz
Signaling of Chemotactic-Receptor Stimulated F-actin Polymerization in the Human Neutrophil
Youngon Choi
Preschool Aged Children’s Use of Prosody in Sentence Processing: The Case of Korean Children

Laurel Caitlin Coberly
The Cost of White Flowers: Plieotropy and the Evolution of Flower Color

Jacqueline Mary Conard
Twist Cop and Lip: The Evolution of Product Evaluations

Tara Melinda Cox
Evaluation of Strategies to Reduce Bycatch of Harbor Porpoises (Phocoena phocoena)

Jie Dong
Characterization and Analysis of the Novel CDR Gene Family in the Nematode Caenorhabditis elegans

Mandakini Dubey
Esotericism and Orientalism: Nineteenth-Century Narrative Initiations

Fabio Acelmil Durão
Modernism and Coherence: Four Chapters of a Negative Aesthetics

Susan Grove Eastman

C. Rosaslee Veloso Ewell
The Politics of Scripture: Exile and Identity in Jewish and Christian Readings of Jeremiah

Marc Faris
Cultural Studies (for brass quartet, rock band, and string quartet)

Annetta Fortune
Acquisition Versus Dissolution: Can Capabilities Tell the Story

Joshua Poehlgen Frederick
Smad-Mediated Transcriptional Modulation of TGFβ Target Genes and the TGFβ Cytostatic Program

Jan Hoffman French
The Rewards of Resistance: Legalizing Identity Among Descendants of Indigenous and Enslaved Black People in Northeastern Brazil

Jack R. Friedman
Ambiguous Transitions and Abjected Selves: Betrayal, Entitlement, and Globalization in Romania’s Jiu Valley

Damon Paul Gannon
Behavioral Ecology of an Acoustically Mediated Predator-Prey System: Bottlenose Dolphins and Sciaenid Fishes

Michael Eric Gehm
Preparation of an Optically-Trapped Degenerate Fermi Gas of 1H: Finding the Route to Degeneracy

Robert Ryan Hartley
Evolving Force Networks in Deforming Granular Materials

Alex Read Hawkins
Confronting History: Wolfhart Pannenberg and the Challenge of Modern Historicism

Marshall Lewis Hayes
The Functional Significance of African Dust and Environmental Iron in Coral-Bacterial Interactions

Lynn Marie Hempel
The Politics of Protecting Mountains: Ethnic Competition and Identification in the Plural Society of Mauritius

Anita Horton Hjelmeland
The Transforming Growth Factor-β Effector, SMAD3, Inhibits Differentiation Towards and Osteoblast Lineage

Javier Elbio Irazoqui
Scf4f-Mediated Symmetry Breaking by CDC42P

Timothy Yong James
The Evolution of Motting-Type Genes in the Mushroom Fungi (Homobasidiomycetes)

Sean James Johnson
Structural Mechanisms of DNA Replication Fidelity

John Patrick Jones III
Using the Group II Intron to Repair Genes in E. Coli

Michelle Vigillette Joyce
Characterization of a G-Quartet-Forming Aptamer Stationary Phase for Enantiomeric Separations in Capillary Electrophromatography

Constance Keen
Assessment of Diagnostic Ultrasonic Imaging for Harmonic Versus Normal Modes with Comparison to Phase Aberration

Jennifer Michelle Keller
Occurrence and Effects of Organochlorine Contaminants in Sea Turtles

Wayne Wei-Chiang Khoe
Neural Mechanisms of Selective Attention to Context in Human Visual Cortex

Edward Christopher Kirk
Evolution of the Primate Visual System

David H. Kleit
"We Wanted the Land": The Cherokee Country During the Era of Removal and Removal

Jason Michael Kreuter
Use of a Legacy Data Repository for Multi-Year Longitudinal Analysis of a Clinical Intervention

Boris Kukso
Trouble for Truthmakers: Negation and Possibility

Aaron Kunin
Vulgar Readings in the English Renaissance

Michail G. Lagoudakis
Efficient Approximate Policy Iteration Methods for Sequential Decision Making in Reinforcement Learning

Christopher Andrew Laincz
Essays on Endogenous Growth and Market Structure

Elizabeth Emilene LaMacchia
Women, Abortion, Democracy: Defending Abortion Rights as Constitutionally Protected Political Rights

Merrill Windus Liefhey
Covariance Matrices and Skewness: Modeling and Applications in Finance

Tao Lin
Overconfidence and Asset Prices

Chunsheng Liu
Fault Diagnosis in Scan-BIST with System-on-a-Chip Applications

Todd Lookingbill
Communities in Transition: A Multi-Phase Study of the Tsuga heterophylla/Abies amabilis Ecosystem

Charles Wesley McKinney, Jr.
"Our People Began to Press for Greater Freedom": The Black Freedom Struggle in Wilson, North Carolina 1943-1970

Jennifer L. Merolla
Two Close for Comfort: Elite Cues and Strategic Voting in Multi-Candidate Elections

Joel N. Moyer
Mechanisms of Adaptation and Fitness Costs Associated with Adaptation to a Chemically Contaminated Environment

Pramod K. Mishra
Black, White, and Brown: Coloniality, National Forms, and the Emergence of the Global South

Colleen Catharine Mitchell
Mathematical Properties of Time Windowing in Neural Systems

Seán Doyle Moore
Swift and Paper Credit: Financial Satire in the Colonial Milieu

Blair L. Murphy
"A Right to Ride": African American Citizenship, Identity, and the Protest over Jim Crow Transportation

Mihai Dan Negiota
Metallic Precipitate Contribution to Generation and Recombination Currents in PN Junction Devices and in MOS Capacitors Via the Schockley Effect

Brian Paul Newman
Standards of Judgment: The Foundations of Presidents’ Public Support

Stephanie Elizabeth O’Hara
Tracing Poison: Theater and Society in Seventeenth-Century France

Darren Randall Oldson
Flow Perturbations in a Mathematical Model of the Tubuloglomerular Feedback System
Robert Alan Oliver, Jr.  
† Bistability and Arrhythmogenesis in Rapidly Paced Cardiac Muscle: Experiments and Modeling

Juan Carlos Ordóñez Ruiz  
Integrative Energy-Systems Design: System Structure from Thermodynamic Optimization

Susan Melissa Ormsbee  
Infants' Use of Visual Features: The Role of Color in Object Perception

Matthew David Orr  
Approaches Toward the Asymmetric Total Synthesis of (+)-Protacetine and the Development of [14F]Flucaricoline as a Radiotracer for the Detection of Human Prostate Cancer

Megan Drinkwater Ottone  
Epic and Elegy in Ovid's Heroines: Paris, Helen, and Homeric Interest

Ümit Özgür  
Ultrafast Spectroscopy of Group III-Nitride Semiconductor Heterostructures

Joann Clements Pavilack  
Black Gold in the Red Zone: Repression and Contention in Chilean Coal Mining Communities from the Popular Front to the Advent of the Cold War

Lisa Marie Peloquin  
Vibrant Weave: "Holistic Healing" and the Embodiment of Community in a Southern Mill Town

Jennifer L. Perry  
Transport and Toxicity of Ochratoxin A

Frank Reil  
Two-Window Heterodyne Methods to Characterize Light Fields

Gil Renberg  
"Commanded by the Gods": An Epigraphical Study of Dreams and Visions in Greek and Roman Religious Life

Tania Roy  
Domainless Sovereignty: Art and the Place of Memory in the Political Thought of T. W. Adorno

Natalia Rybczynski  
Evolution of Wood-Cutting in Castorids

Colin James Saunders  
Soil Accumulation in a Chesapeake Bay Salt Marsh: Modeling 500 Years of Global Change, Vegetation Change, and Rising Atmospheric CO2

Rebecca Hartkopf Schloss  
"The Distinction Between the Color White and All Others": The Struggle over White Identity in the French Colony of Martinique, 1802-1848

Jacob William Selwood  
Making Difference: Aliens, Strangers and Others in Early Modern England

Kirstin Samantha Siex  
Effects of Population Compression on the Demography, Ecology, and Behavior of the Zanzibar Red Colobus Monkey (Procolobus kirkii)

Melanie Ann Rehder Siilinski  
G-Quartet DNA Stationary Phases for Capillary Electrophoretographic Separation of Proteins

Peter Siilinski  
Understanding the Role of Backbone-Backbone Hydrogen Bonding in the Folding and Stability of the Hexameric Enzyme 4-Oxaloacetate Transaminase (4OT)

Nathaniel Milton Dunmeyer Stookey  
Out of the Everywhere (for large orchestra)

Zheng Sun  
Approximation Algorithms for Robotic Motion Planning

Vishnu Swaminathan  
Dynamic Power Management in Hard Real-Time Systems

Enrique ter Horst  
A Lévy Generalization of Compound Poisson Processes in Finance: Theory and Applications

Sheng Tong  
Morphogenesis of Vascular Networks in Rat Cornea

Radha Vatsal  
She Started Out to be a Motion-Picture Producer: The Film Industry and Madeline Bradeis, 1918-1937

Horatius Voicu  
Hierarchical Cognitive Maps

Yinan Wang  
Moving the Image Between Shanghai, Hong Kong and Hollywood from the 1920s to 90s: Reframing the Film Remaking and National Cinema

Edward Wilder Welsh  
Mathematical Modeling of Landscape Erosion: Convergence, Singularities, and Shocks in a Continuous, Transport-Limited Model

Thomas Kirk White  
Economic Inequality from Three Different Perspectives

Michael Joseph Wise  
The Ecological Genetics of Plant Resistance to Herbivory: Evolutionary Constraints Imposed by a Multiple-Herbivore Community

Jesse Yen  
Real-Time Rectilinear 3-D Ultrasound Imaging

Ge Zhang  
Essays on Employee Stock Options

Yibin Zhang  
Time-Varying Volatilities, CAPM Betas, and Factor Loadings: A High-Frequency Data Perspective

Yufeng Zhou  
Optimization of Pressure Waveform, Distribution and Sequence in Shock Wave Lithotripsy

PERSONS WHO ARE LISTED SEPARATELY AS CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE AND DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Erich S. Huang  
Audrey Ragan Odom  
Jonathan Gregory Schoenecker  
Bradley Alden Stohr  
Alberani Musa Zaman

† Dissertation Title
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

Frank L. Bowman – Doctor of Humane Letters
Faculty Sponsor - Kristina M. Johnson  Trustee Sponsor - John J. Mack

U.S. Navy Admiral Frank L. “Skip” Bowman, who began his distinguished naval career after graduating from Duke in 1966, is the director of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program. He oversees the design, development, procurement, operation, and maintenance of all of the nuclear propulsion plants that power the Navy’s fleet of nuclear warships. He is also responsible for the research and development of designs for future warships. Bowman, who earned master of science degrees in nuclear engineering and naval architecture/marine engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is also a graduate of the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard. In a naval career spanning more than three decades, he has served as commander of the USS City of Corpus Christi and has held senior policymaking roles with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, among others. Bowman has won numerous awards for his leadership, and has been widely recognized for his commitment to diversity in education and the military. Twice, he has been awarded the Distinguished Service Medal, the military’s highest non-combat decoration. Bowman serves on the Board of Visitors for the Pratt School of Engineering.

Judy Chicago – Doctor of Fine Arts
Faculty Sponsor - Richard J. Powell  Trustee Sponsor - Christine M. Durham

Judy Chicago, renowned for championing the idea that art is a vehicle for intellectual transformation and social change, pioneered feminist art and art education in the early 1970s. The Feminist Art Program, which she helped establish in California, produced the first art installation with an openly female point of view. Her most famous work, The Dinner Party, is a multimedia project that traces the history of women in Western civilization. The work, which involved the participation of hundreds of volunteers, has been seen by more than a million people during fifteen exhibitions in six countries. Chicago is the author of seven books, including Through the Flower: My Struggle as a Woman Artist and Beyond the Flower: The Autobiography of a Feminist Artist. In 1996, the Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women at Radcliffe College became the home to Chicago’s papers. She is the first living artist to be included in this important archive. In the fall of 2000, she served as an artist-in-residence at Duke and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Chicago earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of California, Los Angeles.

Richard D. Klausner – Doctor of Science
Faculty Sponsor - Ralph Snyderman  Trustee Sponsor - Rebecca Trent Kirkland

Dr. Richard D. Klausner is the executive director of the global health program at the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, whose overarching goal is to improve global health equity. Previously, as director of the National Cancer Institute, he oversaw one of the world’s largest programs in clinical trials, drug development, and epidemiology. Klausner held additional high-ranking posts in the scientific community, including president of the Case Institute of Health, Science, and Technology; senior fellow at the National Academies of Science; adviser to the Presidents of the Academies for counter-terrorism; and liaison to the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. Klausner is well known for his work in cellular and molecular biology, and on the ways molecules are transported within cells and communicate with one another. He has written several books and almost 300 articles in scientific journals. In the mid-1990s, he led a national committee responsible for writing standards for science education for U.S. students in kindergarten through twelfth grade. Klausner graduated summa cum laude from Yale University with a bachelor of science degree and earned his M.D. from Duke in 1976. In 1994, he was the recipient of the Duke Distinguished Medical Alumnus Award.

Charles L. Reinhart – Doctor of Fine Arts
Faculty Sponsor - Ruth S. Day  Trustee Sponsor - Kimberly J. Jenkins

Charles L. Reinhart is the president and co-director of the American Dance Festival, which has been based at Duke for the past twenty-five years. His career in the arts spans an even longer period, with Reinhart working as an arts producer, manager, festival director, consultant, and manager since 1955. In the 1960s, he managed several internationally renowned dance companies, including the Paul Taylor Dance Company. He became president of the dance festival in 1968. In 1996, he and his late wife, Stephanie, became co-artistic advisers for dance to the Kennedy Center. Reinhart is vice president of the World Dance Alliance and a member of the board of directors of The Anglo-American Contemporary Dance Foundation and the Theatre Development Fund, where he is chairman of its dance committee and a member of the Astaire Awards Jurys. In 1985, he won the Morrison Award for service to the arts in the state of North Carolina; one year later, the French government honored him for his efforts to introduce French modern dance to the United States. Reinhart also received Dance/USA’s 1994 honors for lifetime achievement in dance. He earned a bachelor of arts degree from Rutgers University.
HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS

TRINITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Summa cum laude

Rebecca Clare Ahrens
Jennifer Marie Amis
Matthew Joseph Atwood
Scott Childers Beasley
Sooraj Balaram Bhat
Jennifer Catherine Box
Matthew Vincent Brumm
Mark Kuan Long Chee
Juhsien Chen
Dave Ashok Chokshi
Thomas Michael Clifton
William James Collins
Lauren Elsay Cooper
Kenley Andrew Cooperrider
Anda Maria Corna
Jennifer Honey Csik
Lindsay Allison Derman
Melissa Nitin Desai
Nicholas Jason Donoghoe
Erin Ladd Douglass
Christopher Alexander End
David Robert Eng
Janna Kimberly Fishman
Lindsay Rachel Freud
Matthew Lange Friedman
Evelyn Michelle Gosnell
Bryan David Grulke
Tiona DeSon Guess
Susie Heo
Blake Jennings Johnson
Jasi Ann Kamody
Emily Ryan Kernan
Priscilla Jacobsen Krome
Katrin Charlotte Leksa
Michael Steven Lipnick
Jonathan Louis Low
Wanwiphan Manachotphong
Nellie Percy Manning
John Fitz Randolph May
Silpa Myneni
Seh Dale Napier
Jesse Michael Panuccio
Roger Chung-Ming Pao
Darshan Rajendra Patel
Erika Taylor Perrier
Emily Elizabeth Perskie
Lucy Shirk Popkin
Michael Andrew Postow
Katie Allison Rickel
Rachel Sara Rosenthal
Diana Lila Rusk
Leah Scanlin
Scott Raymond Selisker
Chirag Mukund Shah
Jessica Lynn Shea
Amip Shashinara Shetty
Michael Nathan Simkovic
Erik Ryan Simpson
Jessica Rohman Singer
Gordon Brawn Smith
Po Chin Tan
Katherine Meta Thompson
Jenny Tung
Daniel Brandt Vorhaus
Justin Miller Ward
Cara Elizabeth Weber
Rebecca Cheryl Weksberg
Shannon Elizabeth Whitaker
Melanie Eggers Wood
Yael Yahya
Katerina Maria Yiannisbas

Magna cum laude

Sara Elizabeth Abbott
Amanda Elspeth Adams
Bogdan-Alexandru Albu
Stephen Mark Ammons
Justin David Baier
Stacy Cooper Bailey
Angelique Malva Barker
Elizabeth Ryan Barney
Lauren Marie Barton
Adam Douglas Baske
Gregory Richard Bean
Lauren Katalyn Beatty
Joshua Stephen Bisu
Daniel C. Bliss
Haritha Boduluri
Janaka Nikale Bowman
Elizabeth Ann Brantley
Thomas Tyler Bringley
Margaret Rinn Brooks
Timothy Richard Brown
Christina Anne Burigo
Bryn Melissa Burkholder
Ryan Michael Cavalcante
Geraldine Gene Chen
Zela Shuihlin Chin
Angie E. Cho
Andrew Cosar
Michael Scott Craft
Molly Kathleen Crall
Laura Elizabeth Crane
Margaret Vereen Dennis
Stefan George Depozgay
Sarah Patricia Dillard
Jessica Emily Doerr
Amoaria Elizabeth Dumler
Ashley Suzanne D’Uva
Kellene Vokaty Edwards
Caroline Coor Edwards
Henry Chan Eng
Brita Marie Erickson
Kathryn Mary Fabian
Jillian Elizabeth Fauchette
Thomas William Finley
Jacob Gates Foster
Kathleen May Fregeau
Adam Benjamin Gasthalter
Monica Gilot
Katherine Carter Glass
Eric Lauren Gold
Madeleine Vogel Goodman
Alexandra Theresa Graber
Christopher Jerome Gruber
Jonathan Allen Greene
Gillian Patricia Groarke
Matthew John Gurch
Adam Harstone-Rose
Amanda Linnea Haack
Ashley Elaine Herb
Tyrrell Henry Hibbard
Lindsay Evans Hilger
Kashmir Mandolin Hill
Laura Michelle Hirsh
Elizabeth Byrd Holmberg
Meredith Garin Houlton
Stephen James Huey
Pincelli Marie Hull
Michael Stuart Ives, Jr.
Courtney Amber Knight
Tara Marie Kraft
David Philip Lang
Sean Yong Thomas Leow
Deborah Mara Lipman
Matthew Louis Lipsky
Karen Elizabeth Livingston
Barry Michael Locker
Erica Ann Maharg
Sheetal Mansukhali Manvar
Mark Richard Mattern
Christopher Paul McHugh
Martha Smith McMahon
John Graham McWhorter
Philip Mark Colin Meidler
Laura Jean Meyer
Kris Tony Milin
Kassie Elaine Miller
Sara Elizabeth Myers
Vicki Sue-Mei Ng
Steven Robert Nicklas
Preethi Ramanal Patel
Priscilla Keiko Pickens
Adam Todd Pilchman
Amanda Nicole Poston
Spencer Engelmeier Reich
Kenneth Stephen Reinker
Jacqueline Colleen Richard
Susan Dorsey Andrews Rickard
Lindsay Lyon Rodman
Leann Nicole Rosnick
Ashley Elizabeth Ruf
Paul Francis Rugani
Crystal Lynn Salitros
Jonathan Burke Scarbrough
Sara Ann Schapiro
Jodi Dawn Schlesinger
Brad Louis Schoenfeldt
Jared Wayne Schroeder
Monica Preet Sekhon
Ryan Douglass Senff
Kristen Adele Shanklin
Monika Anne Sharma
Courtney Jane Slagle
Julie Wakefield Smith
Joshua Edward Spielman
Anne Preston Starling
Elena Steiger
Erlin Elizabeth Stone
Justin Chi-haw Su
Brian James Swintek
Hungjui Tan
Jessica A-Jia Tan
Andrew Garvin Taube
Laura Glenn Thornhill
Whitney Pamela Tompsoon
Dana Lee Turner
Nicholas Adam Viens
Dane Robert Voris
Michael David Vrana
Yolanda Lenese Warren
Matthew Reid Weissinger
Seth Raphael Weitberg
Andrew Christopher White
George Burke Whitener
Tyler William Will
Leah Alexis Wilson
John Drew McCalahan
Witherington
Daniel King-Yip Wong
Ho Henny Yeung
Emily Phyllis Zeiller
Marla Susanne Zimmerman

[26]
Rebekah Louise Abraham
Selma Tules Akinci
Priscilla Carnini Alexander
Katherine Vasterling Allen
Elin Rae Alingham
Dana Eisenberg Alpert
Rainy R. Amasha
Marianna Clair Arcaya
Chad Henry Atlas
Rachel Elizabeth Baden
Albert Alper Bahar
Michael Edward Bannor
Margaret Culfin Barker
Rachel Maggie Bartash
Kathryn M. Baughner
Page Simmons Beacham
Jennifer Joy Bedell
David Harry Bernstein
Noah Adam Bialostozky
Stephanie Michelle Blalock
Marissa Elynn Bohrer
Janina Brodsky
Julie Ann Carrier
Maria-Lucia Cediel
Omar Rahman Chaudhary
Charlene Chen
Kathy Chen
Soma Aji Chikarmane
Timothy Rainer Church
Troy G. Clair
Emily K. Clarke
Carrie Katherine Coughlin
Shelley Kristen Cockrell
Brian Edward Coggins
Elizabeth Kolb Colucci
Allison A. Conrad
Julie Jean Cooper
Kathryn Amanda Copeland
Jeremy Pierre Cotter
Stacy Mcclelan Cowherd
Brianna Kathleen Crawford
Jacob Samuel Daggar
Laura Catherine Daniel
Faisal Ahmad Dadu
Patrick P. Dickinson
Tamara Charlene DiVenere
Laura Anslay Downey
Brandilynn Yvonne Dumas
Krista Jean Edmundson
Elizabeth Erin Ewing
Jonathan Michael Ferris
Scott Daryl Finkelstein
Danielle Arona Friedman
Graham Edward Gilbert
Brian Matthew Goldfarb
David Joel Green
Erin Kimberly Gregg
Kathryn Elizabeth Gregg
Lauren Martha Gregory
Arun Gupta
Alison Jonelle Haddick
Sarah Jean Haig
Rachel Frances Halstuck
Christopher Waters Harvard
Kimberly Jan Hammersmith
Lindsay Ann Hampson
William Flynn Hatfield
Kevin Christopher Haynes
Emily Jane Helser
Matthew Brian Hengum
Jessica Blythe Hostetler
Maureen Ann Hurtgen
Jyoon Im
Page Crosette Inman
Matthew Ryan Jacobs
Jillian Nicole Johnson
Emily Lindsay Allen Kelly
Caroline Anni Kessler
Karen Elizabeth King
Ramalkumar Misranan
Kolappa
Gerald Francis Lackey, Jr.
Sarah Christine Leeper
Kevin Alan Lees
Sarah Richey Lents
Beth Ann Lesnik
Abby Leigh Levin
Laura Elizabeth Lindsey
Lauren Andrea Liao
Brandon Holder Little
Cynthia C. Luo
Kenneth Scot Mantel
Jennifer Madeline Matro
Scott Adam McGee
Janay Elizabeth McKie
Michael Francis Messersmith, Jr.
Kimberly Elizabeth Meyer
Mihai Mititei
Pavel Stanislavovitch Molchanov
David Michael Newman
David Nguyen
Aaron Louis Niedermayer
Lauren Elizabeth Noble
Andrew Crowell Nurkin
Krista Lynne Patterson
Elizabeth Parran Paulk
Neal Alan Perlmuter
Sudaf Yasin Raja
Ryan Benjamin Raitt
Morgan Elizabeth Rehrig
Priya Saigal
Jodi Renee Sarowitz
Jennifer Diane Shank
Jagat Tilak Shetty
Swati Singla
Anna Maria Skoruppa
Jennifer Anne Smith
Kendall Clairebooke Smith
Ryan Daniel Spoon
Megan Anne Sramek
Kelley Aaron Vanatta Stansell
Philip Andrew Steinberg
Sierra Elaine Stults
Edith Martin Swain
Jonathan David Swope
Karen Beth Tenenbaum
Tun-Hei Tai
Sarah Kathryn Townes
Jamie Lynne Trettin
Sarah Penina Unger
Peter Vincent Vaccarella
Pavithra Vasudevan
Melissa Anne Walker
Jennifer Wang
Anna Gilliams Way
Shao-Ang Wei
Alexander Reed Wenger
Aaron William Windecker
Jeffrey Kai Wu
Rebecca Leigh Young

GRADUATION WITH DISTINCTION

African and American Studies
* Donnel Andrew Lesdylvania Bryant

Art and Art History
Laura LeLois Caedium
Katherine Carter Glass
Hadley Ann Trotter

Biological Anthropology and Anatomy
David Joel Green
Esther Songi Hau
Adam Harstone-Rose
Anne Preston Starling
Jennifer Wang

Chemistry
Jessica Renee Andrews
Matthew Vincent Brumm
Bryn Melissa Burkholder
Amanda Nicole Carlson
Mark Kuan Leng Chee
Julien Chen
Shelley Kristen Cockrell
William James Collins
Laura Anslay Downey
Rebecca Anne Dumont
Tolulope Oluwakohun Falaiye
George Mark Freeman, Jr.
Monica Ghei
Katherine Ann Hoye

Laura Mary Leenaonen
Page Crosette Inman
Leah Marie Kintlaw
Karen Macket
Mihai Mitrue
Vicki Sue-Mei Ng
Michael Andrew Postow
Silvia Yunghee Rho
Snehal Deenish Sarvate
Leah Scalin
Jessica Lynn Shea
Gordon Brawn Smith
Amanda Leigh Stapleton
Jenny Tung
Melissa Anne Walker
Shao-Ang Wei
Marcia Munque Wong

Microbiology
Gregory Richard Bean
Brian Edward Coggins
Anda Maria Corneanu
Christopher Alexander End
Laura Frances Harrington
Alesya Ramse Krieg
John Fitz Randolph May
Jamal McClendon, Jr.
Chiara Mokund Shah
Jennifer Yoon-Mi Song
Andrew Garvin Taube
Lauren Brie Van Duyne

Classical Studies
Allison Rae Eaton
* Adam Benjamin Gaskhater
Meredith Carin Houtton

Comparative Area Studies
Stacy Cooper Bailey
Emily K. Clarke
Elizabeth Kolb Colucci
Elizabeth Anne Guldge
Scott Adam McGee

Computer Science
* Marco Till Brenner
Andrew Laurence Chappell
Timothy Rainer Church
* Ethan Frank Damron
* Thomas William Finley
* Saleem Hussain
Jeremy Donald Morgan
Andrew Christopher Preslar

Cultural Anthropology
Deborah Mara Lipman
Katerina Maria Yaniscas

Earth and Ocean Sciences
* Vivace Jane Fuenlemmer

Economics
Steven Edward Bartz
Michael Weston Bertsch
Nadav Kabir Choudhury

English
* Erin Rae Allingham
* Junaka Nikale Bowman
* Jason Benjamin Dean
* Emily Jane Helser
* Andrew Crowell Nurkin
* Jonathan Burke Scarbrough
* Scott Raymond Selikser
* Anna Maria Skoruppa
* Po Chin Tan
* Katherine Meta Thompson
* Kathryn Dolores Van Wert
* Alexander Reed Wenger

Environmental Sciences and Policy
Manara Clair Arcaya
Brady Dutton Beecham
Aaron William Windecker

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction
History
Anne Elizabeth Failing
* Matthew John Gurch
** Bret Jaspers
* Sara Elizabeth Myers
Leeann Nicole Rosnick
* Lucy Virginia Stringer
** Nicholas Adam Viens
** Tyler William Will

Linguistics
* Reena Andrew Cooperrider
* Jeffrey Christopher Stanley

Literature
** Cara Elizabeth Weber

Mathematics
* Matthew Joseph Anwood
* Thomas William Finley
 Marie Angelique Guerarraty
 Meredith Carin Houlton
* Steven Robert Nicklas
* Dane Robert Voris
** Melanie Eggers Wood

Music
Psyche Loui

Philosophy
* Benjamin Robert Davidson
* Daniel Brandt Vorhaus

Physics
Stephen Mark Ammons
Jacobi Gates Foster
Margaret Lynn Harris

Political Science
Matthew Lee Baldwin
Luke Nayef Condra
Jennifer Honey Osik
Suzanne Anita Garland
Colleen Christina Tyens
Gorman
Willian Flynn Hatfield
Jiyoon Im
Kyrn Elaine Jennings
Paul Felipe Lagunes
Gandace Jewel Martin
Parul Mehta

Aaron Louis Niedermayer
Roger Chung-Ming Pao
Safai Yasin Raja
Rebecca Cheryl Weksberg

Program II
Rebecca Clare Ahrens
Christina Anne Burigo
Lindsay Ann Hampson
Rachel Sara Rosenthal
Priya Saigal
Courtney Jane Single
Elizabeth Loreto Uy Smith
Leah Alexis Wilson
Ho Henny Yeung

Psychology
Rachel Elizabeth Baden
Hans Grunert
Elizabeth Byrd Holmberg
Tamara Beth Pardo
Mariana Schnajuk
Michael Nathan Sinkovic
Whitney Pamela Thompson

PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Summa cum laude

Jamie Michelle Bergen
Darin Howard Buxbaum
Chiu-Yu Chen
David Yung-Ping Chong
Benjamin Ronald Davis
Drake Andrew Guenther
Joanna Elizabeth Hingle
Alicia Amin Mecklai
Vivek Siddharth Munshi
Andy T. Ng
Jonathan Saul Nikfarjam

Magna cum laude

Andrew Sergios Barbas
David Martin Boldt
Anthony Robert Geonomotti III
Nitin Kumar Gupta
Diana Hsu
Justin Warren Jaworski
Alina Jean Jones
Scott Douglas Kiffer
Joseph Christopher Lee
Patrick Joseph Linarducci

Cum laude

Kenneth William Borrelli
David Andrew Cochran
Keith Joseph Gravert
William Jackson Hicks Harrison
Derek Kato Juang
Gopindra Nanda Kumar
Keith Murphy Lindsey
David Hall Logan
Samer Rami Melhem

Public Policy Studies
Emily Jane Helsler

Romance Studies
** Lindsay Rachel Freud

Slavic Languages and Literatures
* Jamie Lynn Trevitt

Sociology
Adelaide Elise Barnes
Rachel Maggie Bartash
Kathryn Amanda Copeland
Andrea Lynn Dugas
Erika Christina Estrada
Katherine Elizabeth Farrell
Kevin Christopher Haynes
John Davis Hutchens
Gerald Francis Lackey, Jr.
Jennifer Dianne Stanislaus
Alexis Shelley Wade

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction
Elections to Tau Beta Pi

Andrew Sergihras Barbas
Jamie Michelle Bergan
David Martin Boldt
Darin Howard Busbaum
Chiu-Yu Chen
David Yung-Ping Chong
Benjamin Ronald Davis
Anthony Robert Geomnotti III
Kevin Michael Grange

Drake Andrew Guenther
Nitin Kumar Gupta
William Jackson Hicks Harrison
Diana Hau
Justin Warren Jaworski
Alissa Jean Jones
Derek Kato Juang
Jed J. Kim

Gopiand Nanda Kumar
Benjamin James Lebow
Patrick Joseph Lirnarducci
Keith Murphy Lindsey
James Watkins Madine
Alicia Amin Mecklai
Samer Rami Melhem
Vivek Siddharth Munshi
Andy T. Ng
Jonathan Saul Nikfarjam
Matthew Daniel Pepper
Vadim Steven Polikov
Steven Charles Poloni
Kyle Christopher Smith
Irene Tseng
Gregory Moore Williams

Graduation with Distinction

Engineering — Biomedical
Joseph George Baltz, Jr.
Andrew Sergihras Barbas
Jamie Michelle Bergan
Kenneth William Borrelli
Chi-Yu Chen
David Yung-Ping Chong
David Steven DiPietro
Anthony Robert Geomnotti III
Nitin Kumar Gupta
Derek Kato Juang
Robert Timothy Kazmierski
Benjamin James Lebow
Victor Sura-Viola Mangona
Samer Rami Melhem
Jared M. Moore
Daniel Adam Mordes
Vadim Steven Polikov
Andrew Whitman Schultz
Kyle Christopher Smith
Irene Tseng
Gregory Moore Williams

Engineering — Civil
Alissa Jean Jones
Deborah Ann Seibold

Engineering — Electrical
Max David Cohen
Mark Daniel Krasniewski
David Hall Logan
Vivek Siddharth Munshi
Golin Douglas Scott
Howard G. Clark Award

Engineering — Mechanical
Justin Warren Jaworski
Jonathan Leighton Shih
Mausumi Natalie Symal

Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Melissa Flippen Beasley
Reagan Lewis Bell
Caryn Ann Bowden
Vanessa Seals Cain
Jacqueline Tucker Cardenas

Amy Hagaman Cockerham
Penny Lynnette Cooper
Nicole Joy Davis
Karen Pope Hill
Marcus Todd Hinceman

Barbara Diane Peek Huey
Jeanne M. Krauser
Nita Smith Mercer
Melissa B. Micol
Bradley Franklin Persing

Gail Karen Schulz
Carol Ann Smith
Dana Kim Theisen
Grethchen P. Vick

Melissa Flippen Beasley
Reagan Lewis Bell
Vanessa Seals Cain
Eleanor Karanne Campbell
Mary Katharine Cornwell

Regina Gayle Cox
Cynthia Ann Dunn
David Nathan Efrics
Deirdre Ann Fleming

Eleanor Marjorie Hunt
Katherine Ann Miller
Helen Marie Pavilonis
Wendy Sue Portier

Dawn Winchester Tivnan
Grethchen P. Vick
Teresa W. Winslow
Sandra Wainum Youk

FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Fuqua Scholars

Lars Sigurd Austrheim
Marcus Bauer
Barbara Jane Bell
Santiago Luis Bellasi
Lisa Perantoni Brown
Bang Chang
Michael L. Claxton
Aldwin Billan Co
Howard Cooley III
Lisa Marie De Boer
Chad Jason Duhon
Ashley Parrott Dunham
Ezequiel Duran

Jeffrey Norman Ford
Brian Michael Freeman
Jason William Hafener
Philip Everett Hardin
Robert Paul Hargreaves
Ben D. Harrison
Pallav Jain
Tomino Kindler
Roland Kuehnel
Sumit Laddha
Jean-Francois Lagasse
Melissa McAlouce
Justin Van Menard

Samir Harshad Mody
John Meredith Moore
Peter Daniel Nolan
Jeffrey Peter Poggi
Xiaoyan Cira Qin
Mary Marlena Rachide
Venkatesan Ramasamy
Brady Leigh Salmon
Hilka Schmitz
Erik Jon Schneider
Thomas Henry Sharpe
Brian Patrick Storey

Lance Nicholas Stover
Alexander J. Streubel
Jonas Sylvestre
Ethan Francis Tarby
Dan Telemann
Vincent Torres
Guchu Turkoglu
Rolf van der Meer
Drayton Timms Vinkler
Eric Donald Wichens
Amy Lynne Woehr
Asaf Yaari
DIVINITY SCHOOL

Summa cum laude

Jeremy Deland Ayers
Amy Bressler
Jean-Luc Stéphane Charles
Brandon William Forbes

Amanda Miller Garber
Joshua Andrew Kaiser
Nathan Elliott Kirkpatrick
Sarah E. Morice
Sarah Stokes Musser
Christopher Shane Page
Jeremy Troy Peters
Alex A. Shanks
Damien Paul Vassallo

Magna cum laude

Wesley Nan Barker
Summer Michelle Barnett-Kinar
Christina Ross Watson
Brookshire

Judith Marie Bors Davis
Charlside Lee Eggleston
Grace Griffith Hackney
Rebecca Grace Artinian Kaiser
James D. McSpadden
Christie Ann Page
William Edward Pike
Sally Wooten Queen
Heather Erika Quinn
Daniel F. Rhodes
Benjamin Woods Rooker
Amy Marie Thompson
Lauren Elizabeth Tyler
Frank William Woodward

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Elections to Alpha Omega Alpha

Kara Beth Anthony
Jamieson MacDonald Bourque
Patricia Sunghee Cho

Valerie K. Ialom
Laura Y. McGirt
Faisal Majid Merchant
Audrey Regan Odom
James A. Onigbeka
Frederick Michael Rauscher
Craig Andrew Rineer
Glen Alan Toomayan
Alberuni Musa Zamani

ELECTIONS TO PHI BETA KAPPA

Eduardo Abrav-Netto
Amanda Elsabeth Adams
Bogdan-Alexandru Albu
Emily Tara Amanatullah
Jennifer Marie Amis
Michael T. Anderson
Jamie Michelle Bergin
Maren Dawn Betts-Sontagard
Sooraj Balaram Bhut
Gaurav Bhattacharyya
Daniel C. Bliss
Jennifer Catherine Box
Douglas Marshall Brinkley Jr.
Margaret Rinn Brooks
Mathew Vincent Brummett
Andrew Elisabeth Shea
Backwater
Christina Anne Burigo
Bryn Melissa Burkill
Darin Howard Buxbaum
Ryan Michael Cavalcante
Mark Ruan Leng Chee
Gerald Gene Chen
Julsien Chen
Dave Ashok Chokshi
David Cheonho Chung
Thomas Michael Clifton
William James Collins
Kenny Andrew Cooperrider
Anda Maria Cornea
Michael Scott Craft
Margaret Vereen Dennis
Lindsay Allison Derman

Melissa Nitin Desai
Melissa Marion Devine
Kelly Marie Dirks
Erin Ladd Douglas
Jessica Anne Dreibus
Amanda Elizabeth Dumler
Christopher Alexander End
David Robert Eng
Henry Chan Eng
Jillian Elizabeth Faucette
Janna Kimberly Fishman
Peter Matthew Fishman
Jacob Gates Foster
Kathleen May Fregeau
Lindsay Rachel Freund
Monica Ghei
Katherine Carter Glass
Karen Tsuyuko Gondro
Olga Carolina Gonzalez-Silén
Madeleine Vogel Goodman
Bryan David Grulke
Drake Andrew Guenther
Tiona De'Son Guess
Nitin Kumar Gupta
Diana Kay Halstead
Susie Heo
Robert William Higginbottom
Blake Jennings Johnson
Alissa Jean Jones
Jasi Ann Kamoody
Emily Ryan Kerman
Alexander Drew Gill Klein
Katrín Charlotte Leksa
Michael Steven Lipnick
Kevin David Lloyd
Jonathan Louis Low
James Watkins Madine
Wannipaphong Manachotphong
Nell Percy Manning
John Fitz Randolph May
Brett Andrew McGray
Vivek Siddharth Munshi
Silpa Myeni
Seth Dale Napier
Vicki Sue-Mei Ng
Van Hoang Nguyen
Jonathan Saul Nikfarjam
Kimberly Ann Novick
Jesse Michael Panuccio
Roger Chung-Ming Pao
Bryan Henry Parr
Darshan Rajendra Patel
Erica Taylor Perrier
Christina G. Petersen
Natalie Michele Phillips
Vadim Steven Polkov
Steven Charles Poloni
Lucy Shirk Popkin
Michael Andrew Postow
Abhijit Prabhu
Gina Lisa Rizzo Rebollar
Susan Dorsey Andrews Richard
Katie Allison Rickel
Rachel Sara Rosenthal
Diana Lila Rusk
Carolyn Eve Sattin
Leah Scamlin
Chirag Mukand Shah
Monika Anne Sharma
Daniel Adam Shatz
Jessica Lynn Shea
Anup Shashindra Shetty
Michael Nathan Sinkovic
Erik Ryan Simpson
Jessica Rohan Singer
Allison Holladay Skelley
Amanda Dawn-Hartness Smith
Gordon Brawn Smith
Douglas Scott Strassnick
Clare Crosby Sullivan
Brian James Swinsteck
Po Chin Tan
Katherine Meta Thompson
Jenny Tong
Daniel Brandt Vorhaus
Michael David Vranes
Anne Keith Walton
Justin Miller Ward
Cara Elizabeth Weber
Michael Zion Weiss
Rebecca Cheryl Welsberg
Shannon Elizabeth Whitaker
Christopher Dirk Wilkins
Gregory Moore Williams
Ho Henny Yeung
Katerina Maria Yanniabas
Alana Esther Zorrilla

ELECTIONS TO SIGMA XI, THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY

Rebecca Clare Ahrens
Julsien Chen
Rebecca Anne Dumont

George Mark Freeman, Jr.
Page Grossette Inman
Karen Matta
Leah Scamlin

Whitney Pamela Tompason
Jenny Tong
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SPECIAL PRIZES AND AWARDS

Aerospace Studies
AFROTC Distinguished Graduates
David Andrew Cochran
Benjamin Ronald Davis
Keith Joseph Grawert

Blue Chip Award
Benjamin Ronald Davis

African and African-American Studies
Mary McLeod Bethune Writing Award
Erik Ryan Simpson

Walter C. Burford Award for Community Service
Donnell Andrew Lesedhyn Baird
Quinonda Monique Perkins

John Hope Franklin Award for Highest G.P.A.
Richard Arnold McCray

Karl F. C. Holloway Award for Service to Duke
Richard Arnold McCray

Art and Art History
Mary Duke Biddle Foundation Visual Arts Award
Katherine Carter Glass

Nancy Kaneh Art History Award
Lauren Alyssa DeBoever
Christine Marie Gesick

Vernon G. Pratt Visual Arts Award
Hadley Ann Trotter

Asian/Pacific Studies
Sienna Wu/Dun Memorial Scholarship
Roger Chung-Ming Pao
Jenny Tung

Athletics
ACC Plaque for Excellence, Scholarship and Athletics
Kevin Andrew Cassese
Kathleen Marie Kaiser

Biology
Edward C. Horn Prize for Excellence in Biology
Matthew Vincent Brumm

Biology Faculty Award
William James Collin

Maggie Schneider Award in Marine Biology
Pincelli Marie Hull

James B. Rust Memorial Award in Comparative Organismal Biology
Jenny Tung

Excellence in Plant Science Prize
Katherine Ann Hoye

Business
Fauqua Distinguished Service Award
Laura Edie Kottkamp
Megan Lora Lynnam
Thomas Henry Sharpe

Asa T. Spaulding, Sr. Award for Leadership
Barry Edward Daniels, Jr.
Wenny Tung

MBAA Presidential Award
Landro Enrique Bello
Tera Linee Ferguson

Dean's Recognition Award
Johannes Coenraadus Bouten
Stephen Andrew Brown
Beth Lynne Fulton
Janis Lynn Ingleby
Robert Kennedy, Jr.
Mathew Jerome Kirchner
Sean Patrick Maurer
Chandrasekar Ramadurai
Jennifer Lynn Rother
Ashish Sethi
Leigh Ann Smith
Tania Samman Talman
Avery Macon Tucker

Cell Biology
John Salkano Memorial Award
Jennifer Rae Brennan

Chemistry
American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Chemistry
2002: Rainey K. Amasha
2001: Jagat Tilak Shetty
CRC Outstanding Freshman Chemistry Award
2000: Anda Maria Cornea

Howard Hughes Forum Fellowship
Alexys Rance Krieger
Jagat Tilak Shetty
Jennifer Yoon-Mi Song

Kenneth Gordon Fellowship
Christopher Alexander End
Peter Simon Fleming
Karla Lynn Malloy
John Fitz Randolph May
Andrew Garvin Taube
Venkatesh Krishna Varadan

Merck Index Award
Dave Ashok Chokahi
Anda Maria Cornea
Melissa Nitin Desai
Chirag Mukund Shah

Chemistry Department Award
John Fitz Randolph May

Hypercube Scholar Award
Andrew Garvin Taube

Cultural Anthropology
Judith E. McDade Memorial Prize
Deborah Mara Lipman
Karen Elizabeth Livingston
Katerina Marie Yiannibas

Divinity
Duke Divinity School Award for Excellence in Bible
Alex A. Shanka

Fellowship Seminarian Award of the United Methodists in Music and Worship Arts
Wesley Brent Wright

Hoyt Hickman Award for Excellence in Liturgics
Grace Griffith Hackney

Jamison Jones Preaching Award
Amanda Miller Garber

John H. Ness Award
Carole Reimnemeyer Martin

Earth and Ocean Sciences
Thomas V. Laska Memorial Award
Pincelli Marie Hull

Estwing Award
Justin David Noble

Engineering
American Society of Civil Engineers Prize
Elizabeth Alice Ralston

David Randall Fuller Prize
Kalyan C. Vepuri

The Helmholtz Award
Joseph George Baltz, Jr.
Kyle Christopher Smith

Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science Faculty Award
Justin Warren Jaworski

Otto Moer, Jr., Tau Beta Pi Award
Vadim Steven Polikov

Aubrey E. Petner Award
Joanna Elizabeth Hingle
Alissa Jean Jones

Eric I. Pas Award
Elizabeth Alice Ralston

Theo G. Pilkington Award
Anu Reema Lamba

Pi Tau Sigma Scholarship Award
Scott Douglas Kiffer

Charles Seger Memorial Award
Mark Daniel Krasniewski
Vivek Siddharth Munshi

Walter J. Seeley Scholastic Award
Vadim Steven Polikov

George Sherrard III Memorial Award in Electrical Engineering
Vivek Siddharth Munshi

William Drester Snow Environmental Engineering Award
Deborah Ann Seibold

Student Service Award
Annie Elizabeth Adams
Kyle Christopher Smith

The da Vinci Award
Alicia Amin Meeklai
Vadim Steven Polikov

English
Academy of American Poets Prize
2001: Roger Chung-Ming Pao

William H. Blackburn Scholarship
2002: Adam Tuckerman Lord

Stanley E. Fish Award for Outstanding Work in British Literature
Erika Ann Maharg
Anne Fleurcer Award for Fiction
First Place: Alexander Reed Wenger
Second Place: Adam Tuckerman Lord
2002: Bogdan Alexandru Albu

Anne Fleurcer Award for Poetry
First Place: Katherine Meta Thompson
Second Place: Roger Chung-Ming Pao
2002: First Place: Andrew Crowell Nurkin
Second Place: Katherine Meta Thompson
2000: Melissa Anne Walker

Terry Wolly Tyler Award for Poetry
Andrew Crowell Nurkin
2002: Roger Chung-Ming Pao

Francis Pemberton Scholarship
2001: Bogdan Alexandru Albu

Margaret Rose Knight Sanford Scholarship
2002: Emily Jane Helser
2001: Kathryn Dolores Van Wert

Barbara Herrnstein Smith Award for Outstanding Work in Literary Criticism or Theory
Jacob Gates Foster

Outstanding Work in American Literature
Po Chin Tan

Outstanding and Most Original English Department Honors Thesis
Scott Raymond Selisker
Po Chin Tan

Non-fiction Essay Contest
First Place: Stephanie Michelle Blalock
Second Place: Po Chin Tan
2001: Third Place: Po Chin Tan

Environment
Virid L. Fischer Award
Emily Alice Wogom

USDA Forest Service Student Science Award
Adam Douglas Baske

History
William T. Lepore Prize in History
Bret Jaspers
Nicholas Adam Viens

Institute of the Arts
Louis B. Sudler Prize in the Creative and Performing Arts
Erik Ryan Simpson
Honorable Mention: Katherine Carter Glass

Edward H. Benenson Award in the Arts
Alyash Jenika Baker
Gregory J. Bloom
David Martin Boldt
Blaise Andrew Dipetrisa
Jioyon Im
Caroline Ann Kessler
Jonathan Burke Scarbrough
Lucy Virginia Stringer
Kathryn Dolores Van Wert

Literature
Bacon Head Palmer Literary Prize
Cara Elizabeth Weber

Mathematics
Karl Menger Award
Matthew Joseph Atwood
Melanie Eggers Wood

Julia Dale Prize in Mathematics
First Place: Melanie Eggers Wood
Second Place: Matthew Joseph Atwood

Medicine
American Diabetes Association
Ann S. Hatfield

American Medical Women's Award
Kara Beth Anthony

Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Award
Kara Beth Anthony

Janet M. Glasgow Achievement Citation
Valerie K. Ibon
Laura Y. McGirt
Lisa Margarette Schwegler

Bristol-Myers Squibb Academic Medical Fellowship
Sheleika Linette Hervey
Valerie K. Ibon
Kia Maureen McLean
Chris Tonya Pernell

Clinical Research Training Program - NIH
Kara Beth Anthony
Laura Else Crutty

Dean's Recognition Awards
Kim Frances Mary Gardner
Kia Maureen McLean
John Gregory Schoenecker
Lisa-Gail Simone Thomas
Emily Ai-hua Wang
Ambersthe Yeesa

Dean's Tuition Scholarship
Valerie K. Ibon
B. J. Rimel
Scott Benjamin Serlin
Brent Archibald Townsend

Doris Duke Fellowship
Lisa Margarette Schwegler

E. E. Owen Award
Kara Beth Anthony
Ryan Courtney Fields
Laura Y. McGirt
Glen Alan Toomayan

Howard Hughes Minority Fellowship
Maxwell Agyemang Prempeh

Howard Hughes Research Training Fellowship
Weip Chen
James Jeffrey Chien
James Chiming Rao
Laura Y. McGirt
Laura Evelyn Stewart
Timothy Yu-Ting Tseung
Tarra Marie Wright

Humanism in Medicine - Arnold P. Gold Foundation
Kathleen Elizabeth Corey

Johns Hopkins Partial Tuition
Benjamin Ryan Phelps

Markey Anatomy Award
Craig Andrew Rineer

Merk Manual Award
Faisal Majid Merchant
Frederick Michael Rauscher
Christopher Robert Reynolds

Michael R. Nathan Award
Caroline Angela Wang

Nanoline Duke Scholarship
Frederick Michael Rauscher
Christopher Robert Reynolds
Craig Andrew Rineer
Laura Evelyn Stewart

NIH Summer Fellowship
Janieson MacDonald Bourque
Marianne Edwards Dawn
Brett Jason Gilbert
Sheleika Linette Hervey
Erica Boiman Johnstone
Matthew Joseph McGirt
Laura Tamiko Meyer
Arlene Cecelia dela Cruz Molino
Daniel Palestrant
Chris Tonya Pernell
Christopher Robert Reynolds
Scott Benjamin Serlin
Glen Alan Toomayan
David William Wang
Matthew Quinn Wickham

Orthopaedic Research Scholarship
Brett Jason Gilbert
Glen Alan Toomayan
David William Wang

Post-Sophomore Fellowship in Pathology - Johns Hopkins
B. J. Rimel

Eva Salter Award
Emily Ai-hua Wang

SENIOR SCHOLARSHIPS
William G. Austin Scholarship
Michael Adam Bernstein
Kathleen Elizabeth Corey
Marianne Edwards Dawn
Ryan Courtney Fields
Farhana Jan
Dara Kashabari
Faisal Majid Merchant
Laura Tamiko Meyer
Anjali Priya Tiku
William Allen Wood, Jr.

Basham Merit Scholarship
Patricia Sunghee Cho
Todd Robert Palker
Jesse James Sturm
Caroline Angela Wang

Kirk Scholarship
Kara Beth Anthony
Laura Y. McGirt
Glen Alan Toomayan

Stanley J. Sarnoff Scholarship
Errol Lovester Bush
Patricia Sunghee Cho
Frederick Michael Rauscher

Eugene A. Stead Research Scholarship
Lynn Chien
Luke Kwon Kim
Cheré Roshall Lucas
William Allen Wood, Jr.
Music
Julia Wilkinson Mueller Prize
for Excellence in Music
Jiyoon Im
Psyche Loui

Henry Schuman Music Prize
Erik Ryan Simpson

Naval Science
American Legion Scholarship
Edith Martin Swain

National Defense Industrial Association Award
Carl Andrew Binford Pearson

Secretary of the Navy Distinguished Midshipman Award
Edith Martin Swain

USAA Scholarship
Michael Francis Messersmith, Jr.

Nursing
Dean’s Award for Outstanding Leadership
David Nathan Efries
Deirdre Ann Fleming

Bonne Jones Friedman, Ph.D.,
Humanitarian Award
Vonda Harrington Reives

Theula Ingles Award
Cynthia Ann Dunn
Wendy Sue Portier

Political Science
Alona E. Evans Prize in International Law
Lake Nayef Condra

Robert S. Rankin American Government Award
for Leadership and Academic Achievement
William Edward English

Robert S. Rankin Award in American National,
State, and Local Government
Jennifer Honey Csik
Candace Jewel Martin

Robert S. Rankin Award in American Government and Constitutional Law
Tara Charlene DiVenere

Elizabeth G. Verville Award
Paul Felipe Lagunes
Karen Beth Tenenbaum

Psychology
Karl E. Zener Award for Outstanding Performance of an Undergraduate Major in Psychology
Elizabeth Byrd Holmberg

Public Policy Studies
Joel Fleishman Distinguished Scholar Award
Janna Kimberly Fishman

Terry Sanford Leadership Award
Christina Josephine Hsu

Romance Studies
Robert J. Niss/Alexander Hull Award in French
Cara Elizabeth Weber

Richard L. Penmore Award in Spanish
Lindsay Rachel Freud

Sociology
Ida Harper Simpson Award
Kathryn Amanda Copeland
Andrea Lynn Dugas

Theater Studies
Harold Boyd Award for Excellence in Musical Theater
Adam Vincent Sampieri

John M. Clam Distinguished Theater Studies Graduate Award
Vinyl Eng

Tommaso Iacovella Award for Excellence in Acting
Caroline Ann Kessler

Reynolds Prize Award
Sara Elizabeth Bagley

Raymond Lublin, M.D. Award
Dave Ashok Chokshi

Richard K. Lublin Prelaw Award
Justin Allen Ford

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowships
Stephen Mark Ammons
Brian Edward Coggins
Vivek Siddarth Munshi
Vadim Steven Polikov
Jenny Tung

Faculty Scholar
Dave Ashok Chokshi

Rhodes Scholarship
Dave Ashok Chokshi
Jacob Gates Foster

Gates Cambridge Scholarship
Melanie Eggers Wood

Harry S. Truman Scholar
Dave Ashok Chokshi
Troy G. Clair

Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Rebecca Clare Airens
Dave Ashok Chokshi
Andrew Garvin Taube
Melanie Eggers Wood

Beinecke Scholarship
Cara Elizabeth Weber

The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award
Elizabeth Ann Brantley
Jennifer L. Garst, M.D.

The University Scholar/Teacher Award
H. Jefferson Powell

The Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching Award
Ava Vinesett

The Distinguished Alumni Award
Edward H. Benenson
ANGIER B. DUKE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Francisco Andrés Folgar
Adam Hartstone-Rose
Robert M. Morris
Dave Ashok Chokshi
Jacob Gates Foster
Joseph Christopher Lee
Naveen Kalipatnam Rao
Anda María Cornea
Marisa Camille Gonzalez
Parul Mehta
Melissa Anne Walker
Sarah Patricia Dillard
Alison Jonelle Haddock
Pavel Stanislovovich Molchanov
Melanie Eggers Wood
Eugene Kimm
Richard Arnold McCray
John Graham McWhorter
Rachel Sara Rosenthal
Nanita Murali Koppa
Lanakila McManus
Ari Silber Medoff
Svati Singla

BENJAMIN N. DUKE SCHOLARSHIP LEADERSHIP AWARD
Dahl Clark
Reginaldo Howard Memorial Scholarship Award
Brandilynn Yvonne Dumas
Zeporah Sykes
Bogdan-Alexandru Albu
Karla Lynn Malloy
Vicki Sue-Mei Ng
William Wood Watson
Matthew Sue-In Kim
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
Nicholas Adam Hollingshead
David Sangchaol Moon
Christie Ann Page
Errol Lovester Bush
Bonnell Marie Millar
Mary Katharine Cornwell

TRINITY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Stephanie Chien-Ru Chan
Emily Jane Helser
Katherine Meta Thompson
Anthony Robert Geonnotti III
Margaret Lynn Harris

PRESIDENT’S RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP AWARD
Monica Preet Sekhon

WILLIAM J. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Kelley Jane De Leeuw
Ann G. Langford
Annie Elizabeth Adams
Justin Allen Ford
Kevin Alan Lees
Christina Ann Richardson
Emily Anne Grey
Brandon Holder Little
Eric Jay Seid
Andrea Elizabeth Hamilton
Margaret Lynn Harris
Michael Benjamin Marion
Estella Abena Gyasiwa Antwi
Kimberly Jan Hammersmith
Seldon Shabrese Maye
Lyndsay Carol Beal
Margaret Lynn Harris
Jeremy Donald Morgan
Chikwrec Nduagba Amachi
Margaret Lynn Harris
Andrew Josephine Hsu
Michael Benjamin Marion
Estella Abena Gyasiwa Antwi
David Ealey Ingram
Michael Benjamin Marion
Lyndsay Carol Beal
Erica Michele Jackson
Seldon Shabrese Maye
Carolyn Lorelle Brindellall
Jeremy Donald Morgan
Darin Howard Buxbaum
Andree Grovewell Nurkin
Troy G. Clair
Melanie Sara Oberman
Brian Orintheo Clemmons
Heather Renee Oh

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY
Ensign, United States Navy
Michael Francis Messersmith, Jr.
Sarah Roseann Williams
Paul Derek Bonwich
Edith Martin Swain
Ann Katherine Gilson
Robert Adam Prince
Justin Joseph Lawler

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Second Lieutenant, United States Marine Corps
Cameron Ann Fittsimmons
David Read Maloney
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COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY
Trygve Russell Dolber
Alexander Sparks Ford
Stephanie Leigh Grant

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
David Andrew Cochran
Benjamin Ronald Davis
Keith Joseph Grawert
Sara Thompson Senechal

MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY, RETIRING

H. Craig Casey, Jr. (1970)*
William D. Currie (1967)
Lawrence C. Goodwyn (1971)
Byron B. Hamilton (1995)
Paul H. Jeffrey (1983)
Robert B. Jennings (1975)
Russel E. Kaufman (1975)
Peter H. Klopf (1958)
Kenneth R. Knoerr (1961)
Warren Lerner (1961)
Thomas T. Long III (1974)
John M. McCann (1978)
Ruth M. Oulimette (1991)
Robert A. Rosati (1971)
M. Henderson Rourke, Jr. (1971)
Marvin P. Rozear (1984)
David A. Smith (1962)
Richard S. Stack (1979)
Anna L. Stout (1981)

* Denotes the beginning year of service at Duke.

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Jennifer Avery
Bertie S. Bevins
Milton A. Blackmon
Pamela Brown
Martina J. Bryant
Erin Dean-Plizza
Gregory F. Duncan
Paula E. Gilbert
Bertrand Guillotin
Kathleen Hagerty
Pamela S. Hanson
Betty B. Jones
Amanda T. Kelso
Norman C. Keul
Donna Kostyu
Caroline L. Littimore
Stephen G. LeMoine
Thomas D. Mann
Kurt L. Meletzke
Kurt R. Olausen
Cynthia A. Peters
Margaret Riley
Wendy Sheets
Connie Simmons
Kay H. Singer
Ellen W. Wittig
Patricia A. Yonaitis

STAFF MARSHALS

Todd C. Adams
Sally A. Allison
Heather A. Bennett
Stephen D. Bryan
Albert Buchler
Charles W. Byrd, Jr.
Andrea L. Caldwell
Robert W. Carr, Jr.
Christopher Dyba
Debbie A. Lo Biondo
Nicole Manley
Calla A. Raynor
Kacie Wallace
Suzanne J. Wasielek
Sterly L. Wilder
Gerald L. Wilson
Hank Woods

STUDENT MARSHALS

Assaad Y. Naar
Chief Student Marshal
S. Tyler Hollings
Assistant Chief Student Marshal
Lindsay C. Piechnik
Chief Student Marshal
Shanice A. Young
Assistant Chief Student Marshal

Megan E. Adams
Noor N. Attey
Alexander C. Barna
Jennifer L. Bell
Sarah B. Bratton
Rittik Chaudhuri
Remell W. Chung
Isaac A. Dolgovskij
W. Tyler P. Gibson
Erik D. Harper
Christopher A. Henry
Sara K. Hudson
Heidi J. Hullinger
J. Raja Jain
Peri A. Kadaster
Mathew D. Kweeke
Edward C. Keith III
Vivian V. Kemp
Michele A. Keyerleber
Megan L. Krajewski
Joseph G. Lee
Ryan L. Leitchworth
McKinley E. Melton
Benjamin A. Morris
Elliot A. Nacek
Anand G. Patel
C. S. Avery Reaves
Joshua W. Robinson
Scott Rosenblum
Satya M. Sekar
Tammy T-Y. Shen
Matthew S. Skolik
Andrew D. Steinberg
Jonas J. Swartz
Teresa K. Tetlow
Jennifer L. Thompson
Andrew Van Kirk
Julia S. Whiteley
Arthur W. Wood
Marci D. Woods
Wee W. Yeoh
Linda Zhang
UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

CAROL MEYERS
Chair
Michael Adam Bernstein
James D. Cox
Exon Wainhouse Davis
Nicholas David Felsen

Justin Allen Ford
M. Laney Funderburk, Jr.
Emily Anne Grey
N. Allison Halton

STEVEN W. BALDWIN
Vice-Chair
Josue Jean-Baptiste
Phillip L. Jones
Susan M. Kaufman
William E. King

Gerald L. Wilson
Acting University Marshal

Suzanne J. Wasiolok
Assistant University Marshal

Sterly L. Wilder
Assistant University Marshal

Debra C. Cash
Program Coordinator

Mary Siedow
Chair, East Campus Reception

Keisten Jennifer Luneberg
Ira D. Mueller
William H. Willimon
Duke University traces its origin to 1838 when Brown's Schoolhouse, a one-room log subscription school, expanded to Brown Institute upon the unifying of Methodist and Quaker families. Today's ceremony represents the one hundred and fifty-first official exercise dating from 1852 when action of the North Carolina General Assembly authorized the institution to grant degrees. Throughout the years graduation exercises have varied in scope, sometimes offering as much as a week of celebration to the graduates, their families, and citizens of rural Randolph County, North Carolina, the site of the predecessor institutions to Duke University located near High Point. This weekend the exercises follow traditions established in that first decade of official ceremonies by recognizing graduation with distinction and noting recipients of special honors and prizes, by featuring a speaker from the graduating classes, by awarding honorary degrees, by offering Bibles to those receiving undergraduate degrees, and by having the faculty and administration honor the graduates and their families with an outdoor reception.

Notable ceremonies in the nineteenth century included those of 1859 when President Braxton Craven presented diplomas reflecting a name change to Trinity College to acknowledge the institution's church-relatedness, of 1877 when the first earned M.A. degrees were awarded, and of 1878 when Mary, Persis, and Theresa Giles earned degrees, becoming the first women graduates of the College. Student orations in 1888 by Daniel C. Roper and John Spencer Bassett demonstrated leadership in the graduating classes in that Roper became Secretary of Commerce under President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Bassett became a scholar of note in American history. In 1903 while professor at Trinity College, Bassett and Trinity's name became forever associated with the history of academic freedom. The College's Board of Trustees turned back widespread appeals for Bassett's dismissal when editors he wrote for the scholarly journal, *The South Atlantic Quarterly*, questioned the then-prevailing views on race relations. Dormitories on East Campus were named in honor of the Giles sisters and Bassett.

The leadership of President John F. Crowell, the donation of land by Julian S. Carr, and the financial assistance of Washington Duke made possible the relocation of Trinity College to Durham in 1892. Within a decade Trinity College established a reputation for excellence, confirming President Crowell's opinion that higher education in the twentieth century would progress best in an urban setting, especially one with enlightened, progressive leadership. The College received numerous gifts for buildings, beautification, and even salaries for personnel from the Duke family, but especially welcome were three separate gifts of $100,000 each from Washington Duke for endowment.

In addition to the celebrated Bassett Affair, Trinity College gained a national reputation as a founding member of the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States, an accrediting agency that would upgrade educational standards in the region. Further recognition followed with membership in 1905, along with only one other southern institution, in the Association of American Law Schools; with the selection of Charles R. Bagley, Class of 1914, as the school's first Rhodes Scholar; and with the establishment of a Phi Beta Kappa chapter in 1919.

Graduation ceremonies became more formal under the direction of College Marshal. Caps and gowns appeared, and after 1902 students received Latin honors in recognition of academic achievement. With appropriate ceremony the college paid homage to Washington Duke, who had died in 1905, with the unveiling of his statue at the commencement of 1908.

For thirty years William Preston Few provided distinguished leadership for the institution. Rarely has an institution changed as dramatically under the tenure of a single president. From 1910 to 1942 Few presided over the development of a particularly strong liberal arts college, and from 1924 until his death in 1940 he directed the successful transition to a complex, research university. In December 1924 long-range planning and a lifetime of family philanthropy culminated in the public announcement of a grand design to aid higher education, hospitals, orphanages, and the Methodist Church in North and South Carolina. Acknowledging the unique opportunity for a new identity presented by acceptance of the terms of the indenture of The Duke Endowment, the Board of Trustees of Trinity College enthusiastically agreed to organize a new institution around Trinity College. The enlarged institution was to be known as Duke University in honor of Washington Duke, benefactor and father of Mary, James Buchanan, and Benjamin Newton, all friends of the college in their own way.

Based upon the solid foundation of Trinity College, the University grew spectacularly. The old campus was rebuilt and opened as the Woman's College in 1930, and another campus was erected one mile to the west. The curriculum expanded and succeeding graduation programs noted new degrees: B.D. and M.Ed. in 1927, Ph.D. in 1928, and L.L.B. in 1929. The M.D. joined the list in 1932, and a B.S. in Engineering in 1933, a B.S. in Nursing in 1936, and a Master of Forestry in 1939. In 1938 in only its fourteenth year as a university, Duke became the thirty-fourth member of the prestigious Association of American Universities. The membership currently includes only 61 research universities.

The location of the graduation exercises themselves reflects the changing nature of the University. First held in Craven Memorial Auditorium on East Campus, they were moved to West Campus in 1931 and held successively in Page Auditorium and in the outdoor and indoor stadiums. Special ceremonies at commencement have included the laying of the cornerstone of the Gothic campus in 1928, the first use of the Chapel and the inaugural carillon and organ recitals in 1932, and the unveiling of the statue of James B. Duke in 1935. The exigencies of World War II required the awarding of degrees during the year in special ceremonies in a variety of locations.

Today's ceremonies reflect the interest of more recent presidents in combining tradition and innovation. President Douglas M. Knight directed special attention to the University's highest degree with the adoption of official academic regalia with a distinctive design and blue color for the Ph.D. degree. The mace and chain were authorized at the same time, but were first used in 1970 at the inauguration of President Terry Sanford. In 1972 the degree of Master of Business Administration, the last curriculum recommend by James B. Duke, joined the list of degrees awarded by Duke University. With ever-increasing participation by graduates and attendance by relatives and friends, President Sanford pursued new ways to continue a single university-wide convocation of undergraduate and graduate and professional school students which would still maintain traditional exercises. In a unique format baccalaureate services are offered three times, and the commencement exercises have now returned to an outdoor setting, first to Wallace Wade Stadium in 1974, to the East Campus quadrangle in 1980, and in 1984 back to the Stadium. Today President Keohane, installed on October 23, 1993, as eighth president of the University and thirteenth president of the institution, presides over her tenth commencement.

As noted by the Board of Trustees in 1924, "The institution has already had three names, and it has not always occupied its present site. But through all this outward change it has kept one soul, it has been guided by the same controlling faiths. Now it changes again to meet changing conditions." The traditions of graduation bind the University to all that has gone before. While guided by the motto *Erudition et Religio* for one hundred and forty-four years, the University continues "to change to meet changing conditions."